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Reagan's conference
issues are reviewed

Racer parity gives Greene
career victory No. 299
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Man plagues fraternity
with 20-year-old grudge
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Victory for Murra. district

Tenn-Tom opens for traffic

Court denies utility tax hearing

MOBILE, Ala. (AP) — The $2 billion Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway opened today to commercial traffic: with the firstcargo leaving Mobile on the Gulf of Mexico for a much-shertened trip to Sheffield, in the northwest corner of the state on the Ten)
By CHARLES HONEY
nessee River.
Staff Writer
The shipment of 64.000 barrels of petroleum was being hauled
The
state
Supreme Court
up the waterway by barges from The Waxier Towing Co. of MemWednesday denied a motion by
phis.‘Tenn. ..
the Calloway County school
The waterway will cut days off the trip; which used to be done
board to review Calloway's utilivia New Orleans and the Mississippi River, which connects with
ty tax suit against Murray Inthe Tennessee, said Alabama State Docks spokesman. Bill
-dependent Schools.
Kennedy.
•• The denial means the Murray
Billy Waxier, who operates Waxier Towingwith his brother Edboard can independently levy a
die, said the Tenn-Tom cuts the distance of the trip from about
tax
on utility revenues within
•1,200 mibss to 600 miles. The shipment is due to arrive at Sheffield
the School district, breaking a
on Wednesday. _
,
previous joint-taxatiOn agreeThe waterway, which connects the Tennessee River with the
ment with Calloway schools.
eastern gulf, was completed 1% years ahead of schedule. The 234
miles of navigable waterway constructed under the direction of
the Army Corps of Engineers includes a 39-mile canal from the
Tennessee River at Pickwick Lake to the Tombigbee River and
the widening and deepening of the Tombigbee River to its connectionedththe Black Wirior River system at Demopolis,-where it
becomes...navigable.
.
The dystem includ 10 locks that will raise and lower cargo
barges as they go; beaween the Tennessee River and Demopolis.
.'Kennedy said the amount of savings resulting frdm taking the "short-cut" would no be available until after the cargo reaches '
its destination next veek.

levy-an independent tax was afMurray should realize about
firmed by Circuit Judge James
$350,000 in taxes that have been
held by the Circuit Court penLassiter and upheld by the state
ding a final ruling, and an addiCourt'of Appeals. The seventional $160,000 in yearly utility
justice Supreme Court, in an
order entered ;Wednesday,
taxes, officials estimated.
However, one official said the
declined to review the Court of
Issue of how to diSburse the
Appeals decision.
disputed tax funds may take
Officials consider the case an
important one because of legal
months to resolve.
_ Calloway filed suit to pre.vent. questions created by the
Murray 'from levying its own 3 'General Assembly's amendments to the original .law
percent tax on utility-bills in the
'spring of 1982. Murray's right to -authorizing -utility tax collec-

tions. Several other school
districts have been awaiting the
final.outcofne, officials say.
Murray school board attorney
Donald Overbey said .Clalloway
has no further legal recourse.
bill could request amendment of
the tax law. frr,m the 1986
General Assemb...- He called
the Supreme Court's decision "a
significant reaffirmation .of our
position that. we're ,entitled to
leont'd on page 10)
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WASHINGTON — , Presideit Reagan, expressing his willingness to attend a U S.-Soviet s mmit if that Would help advance
the nets atinscontro
talks, says 985 should be a year of dialogue
.
and betteirelations(between the two superpowers.
--NEW YORK — Ellack youngsters are continuing to gain on„
tes in tj
e
lNi coilr ge entrance 'Ixam scores but are still far
w natio
aver ges, new stat tics published by The College
Bbard show.\ •
t,
4ERCSALEM — Orael's secret Mission to rescue Ethiopia's
Jett's fram_farpine and poverty refleets a nation's deeply felt duty
to take care o ats o*n. From secret diplomacy to daring military
i ope'r'at1ois,'Isiael ts demonstrated time and again that it considers Jews in dist ss tge urgent family business.
.. .
.*
OToN ...- The nystethus prion, a seemingly lifeless infec, tio agent that kill sheep, has been found In the brains of people
. will\ •,rare form cif senility, and researchers plan to see if it's
respb ible for other diseases that have no known cause.
1P11
, NE l'OKK — Several news organizations want a federal ap, peals curt tti unseal a transcriptof proceedings in Ariel Sharon's
$50 million libel buit against Time Inc. that came after Time
acknowledged that the information it believed,was in secret
Israeli documents wasn't there.
.
.
LONDON — Unscrupulous record dealers around the world
have deprived Ethiopian famine victims of hundreds of
- thousands of dollars in aid, according to an international recording industry group.
PEKINg — China plans to open all its coastal areas to Overseas
investors„,tb help attract fpreign capital and technology, the official news agency Xinhua quoted a Communist Party leader as
saying. The.Xinhua report Wednesday gave no date for extending
the incentives to the entire coast.Nineteen localities are now ern.
powered to offer foreign investors low taxes and other incentives.
TEGUCIGALPA,Honduras — The government says it will pay_
an American businessman for land it seized for construction of a
militAry base used to train troops from El Salvador.
Gustavo Adolfo Alfaro, minister of agrarian reform, said
' Wednesday the Honduran government "is obliged to pay" for the
land, which had belonged to Ternistocles Ramirez de Arellano for
more than 20 years. The base is built on 7,400--acres
14.000-acre ranch on the Atlantic coast.
Todal'in History
Toda3r is Thursday, Jan..10, the 10th day of 1985. There are 355''
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history: On-Jan. 10, 1776, American revolutionist Thomas Paine published his ihfluential,pamphlet 'Common Sense." In his am for independence.'Paine wrote,
"Everything that -is right or reasonable pleads for separation."
Today's birthdays: Actor Ray Bolger is 81. Singers Johnnie
Ray and Giselle MacKenzie are 58. CBS News correspondent
Marlene Sanders is 54. Former
baseball star Willie McCovey is
47. Singer Frank Sinatra Jr. is 41. Singer Rod Stewart is 40.
Singer Pat Benatar is 32.
Thought for Today-. "All power-corrupts, and absolute power
corrupts absolutely." — Lord Acton (.1814-19021. .
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YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers, who have not
received their. home delivered
copy of The) Merrell Ledger 8.
Thaws by 5:301 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged focal! 753-1916 bet.
ween 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
330-pram—and -4 -p.m.- Salurdigs:Office Hours — a.m.-5
p.m. Monday thre Friday,
es.m.-12 p.m. Saturday
-

LEADERSHIP TALI(derL lett, commissioner ot
-:-Roi
energy production for the Kentucky Energy Cabieet, chats with
(I-r)--Mark Blank-ens-lap and Sheila Shaw, Leadership Murray
1984-85 class members,-anti Howard Steely. 1983-14 class alumnus, prior to a talk by Sanders at yejiterday's Communtty Day.

Sanders spoke about the changing ecOnointes of energy and
related environmental issues, after a luncheon in Mason Hall.
Class members spent the day hearing panel discussions, on
energy and the environment and took a bus tour of the count
Max Hurt was chairman of the day's activities.

MCCH sees scanner as necessary tool
lower usage to the fact that a
By CLIARLES HONEY
mobile CT Scanner is now being
Staff Writer
--Although Murray-Calloway- used by other, area hospitals,
County Hospital's Cr Scanner Is and to declining hospital admisnot being used arI much as had sions in general. CT Scanner use
been projected,hospital officials - will increase this year, they
equip- predict, and despite the lower
say the $850,000 piece
ment has nevertheless proven ts._. usage the equipment is more
than paying for itself. said Adbe a cost-efficient and necessary
ministrator Stuart Posta.
diagnostic tool. .
More importantly, doctors
The Cr.Scanner has teen in
use at MCCH for -a little more and technicians say, the CT
than a year, after the hospital Scanner is saving patients
was awarded -a-- certificate of _money, time, pain, and, in some
need by the state licensure cases, saving their-lives.
"It's helped the practice of
board. The hospital's certificate
application projected a usage of everyone in Murray to have the
the end ot„ ,CF Scan available," said Dr.
2,600'examinations
the second year, but only about. Bill Wilson, a diagnostic
1,000 -exams were given in the radiologist. "It's improved the
quality of their care, and has
scanner's first year.
• Hospital officials attribute the given them a higher statistical

chance of being right.".
Scanner in' December or 1ts3.
Is CT Scan—lifist another expen- after renovating a 3.000-square sive piece of high-status foot area to house.1t. Thtal investment in the project was
technology that is driving up
more than-- Si million The .
medical costs? Wilson believes
machine, manufactvrerei by the
pot__ Most 'studies of Cr Scanners' cost-effectiveness -have Siemens corporation ot y‘est
shown "a significant improve- Germany. came:14 a rill 000 serment of the total dollars saved
vice contract that. includes serbecause of a,,quicker. more ac-, vicing the hospital's other X-ray
equipment.
curate diagnoses." he said.
Lourdes and Western Baptist
The CI' (computerized axial
tomography)'Sewer produces hospitals in Paducatr alreauy
cioss-section_images of the pa- had CT Scanners when MCCH
tient's body. It is considerecitfar 'was granted its certifir.-ate of
superior to the standard X-ray need. Poston says MUCH eecei v
for certain -purposes because it ed the certification %hen the
prOvides much clearer, more state wasrestricting-trieriu mber detailed images that allow the of Cr Scanners Since ther,
.Physician to more precisely however, restrictions have been locate internal disorders.'
MCCH began operating its CT
l'onrd on page.
-

Collins discusses plans on TV show
Today: Snow, possibly
becoming mixed with rain or
Siget-thia.eon. Totakag:—
cumulation of 1 to 2 inches.
High in the lower to mid 30s.
Wind becoming northwest at
10 to 20 mph. Chance of
_
precipitation AO percent,
Tonight: -Cloudy with a 30
percent chance of snow.
•

• ' I.AKE LEVELKentucky -Lake
' 354.3
'Barkley Lake • ' 154.3

LOUISVILLE, Ky. iAP) — Gov. Martha
Layne.Colitns told a national television am
dience on NBC's "Today" show that it
would be up 'to the Kentucky General
AisemblY to -decide if the state will have a •
mandatory seat belt law.
•
••
_
— •
_ Responding to a question as to whether
Kentucky might adopt a seabbelt law comparable to .one recently adopted_ in New
York, Mrs. Collins said, "We encourage
• that."
—I have wo-iiterd With the state police on
. that and we also have seats for- Our infants
here in Kentucky," she said this morning.
:'We think that it's something most citizens
• are concerned- about --.I think 'that many
times we are in such a hurry. We just hop in
the car yid take off,"
Asked if the problem should be-mandated
••

by law. Mts. Collins said. "Welt that's
something we would have to address in
Kentucky. The .Legislature wilt address
that." . • • .
"We're getting ready to launch an all-out
effort for education and, of course, we're
promoting economictivelopMenr here in
Kentucky. We just announced a record
number of jobs having been created in 1984
and we feel that economic development and
education go hand-in-hand.- So f will start
an ail-out campaign to promote that all
across the state of Kentucky,
The governor, who went to the studios of
WLEX-TV in Lexington for the appearance. ;fated that her car "slipped
around a little bit, but•we made it.'• referring to the slick roads caused by a
snawstorm." .
She reiterated the incident in which she

swallowed an inch-and-a-half shard ot glass•
but said, the source of the eiass sltil isn't
known.
•
"Right now we don't have any idea • she
said.- -The main thing we're' concerned
with is that it doesn't trapped to anyohe
"I have found that 'since had rafy bout
with glass that get cards and letters and
phone calls and people have told - Me
they've Swallowed many'different things.
-so I think it's not as uncommon as we'rt.led
to believe.' I do not know where it came'
from but I just urge everyone to examine
their food carefully and cnew slowly
• It has -riot - beery-mill,0r that-the
• came from airline}ooduor it is known for ,
Certain that the glass -as from a bottle top.
Mrs, Collins said in response to questions

.-
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January Sale

-

_

Men's and Young
Junior and Missy
Men's Winter Sportswear Winter Sportswear

•

'
Sweaters, shirts, pants
•Over 1,000 pieces in stock
•Orig. $18 to S28

'

NOW

•

*Sweaters, blouses, pants, skirts,
.,
4 blazers, and jeans*Over 1,500 pieces in stock
*Orig. $12- to $52

99

Giant Aisle Sale
•1,000's of items
*Continuous markdowns being taken

99t to 5.99
Fall & Winter
Family Shoes

Boys & Girls
Winter. Sportswear
*Pants, blouses, sweaters, blazers,
dresses and suits
*Over 1,000 pieces in stock
„•Orig. $9 to $65
-

'
Shoes, boots, and athletic footwear
-*Over 700 pair in stock
'
Orig. $12 to $109
•

NOW 5.99 NOW 6.99
TO 39.99 TO 9.99
Penney
I

'
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun 12:30 to 5:30 p.m.

'POOP y

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office Filonel5g-1400Catalog Phone 759-4080

s•

,

441114111111111111111,
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INTheTRNewODJCPUC
IN
G
enney
Men'sSultDept.
Reg. '165 and '175

Entire Stock

Now

$99•
••

•

'

igyer 300 to choose from
*65% pplyester, 35% wool
•Pin 'stripes, plaids, and solids
.2 and 3 piece suits
•Sale_price Effective
_Through Jan. 19
- •Alterations not available

•6

• a

,s

6

..„
t

tds

1

JCPenney

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
aJnipla;3Q-5:30 ELUL. -

ICPenney

VISA'

.alefAr▪ C c•R,

•

Office Phone 759,1400

Chestnut Hitts,Shopping Center-- catmog i459-48.80 Murray, Ky. 42071
•

\

-
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PERSPECTIVE
,Alibis won't cure deficit

•—

When all else fads, blame the Japanese.
Too_ often, that is the response of'other countries when they have serious trade proems.
The United States is in such a predicament right
now, importing vastly more than it exports, and
some of President Reagan's advisers are urging
0
him to lean hard on Japan.
••
•
Sure, it's easy to cast Japan in the villain's
role. The Japanese are notoriously effieient_producersla_nd aggressive exporters. An elaborate
••• distribution system makes foreign penetration of
their domestic market unusually .difficult. And
there's enough industry-government collabora-,
ton 'to raise questions about the fairness of
Japan's trade policies.'However, the argument
goes only so far:
Japan desertLes--the • rewards of its ef
and enterprise. While its internal Marketing
svstenf tindoubtdly impedes some imports from •
the United States, the more imaginative of
American companies have shown that the
Japanese market can be penetrated.
The close 'relationship between business and
government gives Japanese exports part of their
edge There are instances of blatant protectionism. along_ with many- non-tariff barriers.
The government also helps industry decide
which products have a promising future.
But the United States also praCtices -a.certain
amount of protectionism. Some Arnerican,trade
.specialists say the. United States ilikas gui1ty:1gsjapan Although the U.S. government does ndt
provide aS - Much product-development guidance
to industry as does Japan's famous ministry pf.
International.
Trade.and Industry, the president
,
and Congress are free .to cOrrect that defiMency
it' they choose.
One thing- the-UTCited
States clearly should not
. do is erect _higher Wallis of protectionism, in- •
viting retaliation against U.S. exports'
Japan
and Other countries. •
Nor should WAshington demand, as some administratin officials suggest7 That - Japan arbitrarily impose further curbs on its exports and
increase. its impOrts.. Although Japan might
• knuckle under - as . it did When Washington
demanded 'voluntary-'curbs on auto exports such actions make a mockery of free-trade.
-While looking for ways to Cope. v.,:ith the trade
deficit. 'Reagan should not neglect one -of -the-----most conspicuous causes.' It's his 'own federal
budget deficit, which artifically boosts the value
of the dollar abroad, making foreign goods
orts-more expensive.
• Leaning on_ the Japanese certainly won't- SlOve
- that problem. It's-up to Reagan and Congress.

-

Miirray Ledger & Times

garrott's gallery

by m.c. garrott

Early day passengers often had to get out
and push the buses through mud holes
(EDITOR'S NOTE:This is the second in a series dealing with some
of the passenger bus history in
Murray.)
...ITwo years before Pat Rowland
first got into the passenger bus
business in -Murray, the business
had been started by a man from
Paris, Tenn. - Clarence Edward
Ray - in 1928.
••
The bus station was at 509' Main
St. in the buildings where attorneys
Donald A. Jones and David Harrington have offices, today and
where Mark Pierce and Scott
Wright practice as certified public
accountants.
.
Ray started his company with
three seven-passenger cars - a
Cadillac, a .-Studebaker and a
Buick, and it became known as C.
Ray Bus Lines. Its buses made runs to Mayfield,
Padurah and Paris.
Pat went to work for Ray in the
garage, cleaning and servicing the
buses after their runs, and did
some driving, although 'he still
wasn't old enough to get a license.
Among the others working there or
driving the buses..he recalls. were
Napolean Tyree, Rudolph Thurman, W.L.(Warmy) Williams and
H.O. Hankins.
The roads in those days were
almost all gravel, and in bad
weather, some of them became
almost impassable.. Passengers
often had to get out and help push
when the buses Would .get stuck,
:-and many-limes.they were driven
over planks placed across the'mud
holes.

One well-respected trouble spot,
he recalled, was Underwood Crossing on the other side of Hazel. "If
you'd have slipped off the planks
,crossing that one, you Would've
dropped.clear out of sight!" he
laughed.'
All the heat available in the
buses on cold, wintry days came
from an exhaust heater up front.
"if you were riding in the back, you
could get pretty cold," he
chuckled.
• • •
Pat worked for the bus company
for only a year there at first, quitting in 1931 to take a truck driving
job with the Willard Transfer Company. For the next six years, he
hauled freight "all over the country," and between trips he would
pick up a little extra money by
working part-time at the milk
plant. That's where he was working when he was married.
Six years later, in 1937, Pat went
back to the bus company and for
the next 46 years drove buses rahgin'g from Ray's early sevenpassenger vehicles to the big,
diesel-powered, 40-or-more
passenger buses operated through
this area today by the line's present owners,'Brooks Bus Lines of
Paducah.
As the. business grew, Ray at
nisi took his seven-passenger cars
to a Sidney, Ohio, firm -.-Beck
Motor Company - and had them
cut in half and two more seats added over the extended drive shaft.
This gave each seating for 13 or 14
passengers. .

By 1936_, these had e.golved into
his 'first "snub nose" bus, a
-16-to-20 passenger velfieles when
20-passenger vehicle manufacRay started having'elongated bus
tured by the Flexible Company of
bodies mounted on Chevrolet truck
Loudenvllle, Ohio.- It cost 4000.
chassis.
And in 1939, Ray invested $20•000
It was in the fall of that year
In the construction of a new station
when I, as an entering'freshman at
and garage at the corner of North
what then' was Murray State
6th and Walnut Streets and moved
his operation there from the old
Teachers College, rode one of these
long, stretched-out-looking buses
Main Street location, which in later
from my home in Mayfield to the
years became a pool hall.
campus in the morning and back to . The new station then is the same
• Mayfield in the late afternoon.
'building that stands there today. It'
I wasn't the only one doing this. A__ was thing of beauty and a hub_of achalf dozen or so others were, too.
tivity in its heyday. It was blue and
The fare at that time was 25 cents a
white inside and out. Even the lobtrip,, and we came by the way of
by floor was in blue.
Sedalia and Tr -City. The road we
There was a lunch (punter along
know today as 121 north through
the west wall of the lobby above
Stella, Coldwater and Farmington
which was a huge mirror the length
hadn't been -built then.
of the Wall. Two full-time
I• made these round trips every
employees worked there - Berday for several weeks before I
nard Vanerne and JackUcKeel belearned that a high school 'ing two of the earliest ones..
The bus business in Murray
classmate at Mayfield, Jimmy
Maddox, needed a roommate. He
flourished in those early days. Not
had a room at Mr. Wesley and
everyone had a ear like tffey do to."Miss Melds" Watdrbp's place on
day, and those who had them didn't
Miller Avenue. I moved into an
just jump in them and take off for
upstairs room with Jimmy. Nine Of
Nashville, Memphis, St. Louis or
us lived up there. Room and board
Detroit like they do today. They'd
take a bus.
was 116 a month. . ,
Because of this business growth,
The buses I rode in those days.
though, I remember as those long,
Ray'sleibby lunch counter soon
stretched-out-looking things with
was inadequate. It couldn't handle
doors opening from one side into
the business. gp he built a larger
each of four or Hire seats. Most of
building across the street for a
the time,-it was full, carrying 15 or
more spacious and complete
more passengers. Pat well could
restaurant operation.
have been one of the drivers..
It is in this building that Dr. Jim
Byrn has his optometry offices toSoon after that, Ray, with his bus
day: The ,rounded corner of the
business growing steadily, bought
building with its glass blocks was
the dining room. It's a storage
room today. The room in which Dr.
Byrn has 41s reception area today
was the restaurant's kitchen

letter to the editor
looking back
Ten years ago
Kentucky motorists will sport a new type of
license plate this year with implementation of •
1975 plates, according to County Court Clerk
Marvin Harris. They will be blue with white..:-'markings and --have three letters and two
numerals. Office personnel pictured with Harris
are Jane Morris, Cindy Cbssey. Rita Kelso-An:nette Danner. Teresa Rushing. Ave Watkins,
Judith Ainley and Marianna Stubblefield.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvie A. Darnall will. observe
AA •
their 50th wedding anniversary on Jan. 12.
Tim Philpot, Carolyn Shown, Michelle
Richardson, Sally Matarazzo. Jana Jones. Mona
McCuiston -and Steve Iloward of Murray High
School Band have been selected for.1975 Kentucky'All-State .Band.
Twenty years ago
A steady rain- with the temperature standing at
31 degrees for several hours produced the
bto..,r-yesterday'-bamage•was*
-Luurity .fit 3t
reported ti-trees and utility lines.
Prof. and Mrs. L.R. Putnam- observed ..their
54th wedding anniversary on Dec. 25.
Recent-births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr:and Mrs. Charles Lash. Miss Linda Lou Martin.daughter of Mrs. R.W.
-Martin, and Hubert Mason McClure. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Aylon McClure, were married Jan. 1 at
_
_ the Buchanan Methodist Church.
'Thirty years ago
Original compositions and arrangements by
students at Murray State College will be featured
in -Campus Lights of 1955." the college's annual
musical production on Feb: 10. 11 and 12 in the
-coliege auditorium. Bill Robins of Anna. Ill., is
director.
The new building -for the Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ on Pottertown Road will soon be
completed. George Long is Church minister.
Mrs. Pat Thompson gave.a-demonstration on
"Hat Making" for the Sophcimore Horne
Economics Class at Murray Training School.
Mr. and Mrs. Cullen Forrest and daughter,
,Lucy Ann. have returned home after a visit with
their son and brother, Thomas Forrest, stationed
' with the Armed Forces at El Paso, Texas.
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A plea for no
smoking sent

by s.c. van curon

agree or not

Leadership election to dominate agenda
4

Dear Editor,
Though out of state at this date, I
- want to get a letter to your paper for
"Anti Smoking Week," for our
- woman's Christian Temperance
Group. National Anti-smoking Week
is the celebration of the historic
decision of the United States
Surgeon General some years ago-denouncing the harmful _effects of
smoking. His statement was met
with disbelief and derision, but later
scientifiC study after study has proven that the use oftobacco is harmful for everyone -from the Unborn
child to the adult user and-also the
bystander. _
,
t
rec_the air we hear muchAithout
the harmful effects of smoking.
Many want to quit but feel helpless
and need divine help and also the
support of friends in their effort to
find deliverance from the habit.
Children who live with smokers
are harmed as if they were smoking
nrany
cigarettes
per _ day.
themselves. How tragic! -Now
helpless they are and how frightening this is to health"! Millions of
children- are victims of this situation. These parents love their
children and often wish they could
find strength tO•itick the habit. - Children learn more by example
than good intention of parents. It is
true that what we do speaks more
loudly than what we say. Often
parents demonstrate one way by example while telling their children
not to do what they habitually do.
Help is available for one who wishes
to stop smoking and I urge- those
needing help to seek and find
deliverance from this dangerous
habit.
•
Sincerely,
-I-Lorene Clayton
DeSoto, Ill. 62924

FRANKFORT - The leadership
came in 1956, but the real money
Itsurprises me somewhat that no
election will dominate the news
came at step 5 when the sales tax
one in these groups of the governor
from the short organization session
-- was approved by the people ih 1959
has asked advice or help from those
of the legislature this week since
and passed by The 1960 legislature.
who sold MFP back in the 1950s.
that is the only purpose set out in the
The late Alan Trout, in the
That was a,well organized effort
constitutional amendment creating
Frankfortbureau for The Courierand it took two yers of hard work at
it.
Journal, probably did more than
the grass roots. To name over a few
It can last'as long as 10 days. but
any,one individual by reporting on
who were in the forefront of. that
the days need not be successive.
education and its sad state as well
campaign,stillaround-are Wendell
Don't look for Gov. Martha Layne
as explaining MFP and what was
Butler, Dr. Lyman Ginger, Dr.
Collins to call a special session to
Adron Doran, Dr. Harry Sparks, ,•••• necessary to InTrove the system.
consider education improvement for
fie kept the people informed.
- Marvin Dolson, Gov. Lawrence
Kentucky since the idea hasn't been •
So far, there is little coordination
Wetherby and more who were in the
sold to the people and the legislature
I see in the present effort, and most
school system and public office at
isn't in any mood to increase taxes
important, people aren't talking
that time. There are citizens in local
without prior public-approval.
teitiqg job is a long
communities who had key roles in
And,from this distance it's going
way down the road.
the effort.
to take a heap of doin' by all conA,master-committee, composed of
cerned if the governor expects to'
Butler. Ginger, Rumsey Taylor.
sell an educational program to the
president of the. Kentucky Chamber
full 1986 legislatrire.
of Commerce, Lt. Gov.- Emerson
As an interested observer.' see at
I Doc Beauchamp Marvin Dotson,
least five an possibly more groups'
director of KEA, and some others.
working to get More -money for
They named local comn'dtteesln
By Ken Wolf
schools and a better program, but to . every community who took the proHere is a comment, written by the
- date there seems little coordination
gram to the people and asked them
philosopher/historian Will Durant in
or cooperation. For-example there's
what they wanted for their children
1932,that is -easy to agree- with.
.the
Governor's
Committee.
and if they. were willing to I*,for
disagree
with;
and
even
Prichard Committee, Chamber of
it. From this information came the
misunderstand:
Commerce. Kentucky School Board
MFP program that Went tO the
The graptest question of our.
6tsociation -and Supt. Alice - legislature: •
time
is not communism versus
_ McDonald's committee, not to menFirst, though. section 186 of the
individualism,not Europe vertion -the Kentucky Education
Constitution had to be repealed so
sus America.' not even East
As"ciatimr an the --Kentucky'---- rtiOney could be distributed ter •
versus the West; it islvhether
SchhIol Administrators or the PTA.
schools on the basis of average dalman can bear to live witifbut
The Governor's Committee has
ly attendance and not by census
God.
reported to her. and she has said she
_ _
—
..
_
-count,.tø.-..get
...••••••••••:.
c-the-saper.:7-----T-Iiht.-e ..,,-fotrecitores4epe.--The-=-' •.„-401111...MX-YWILWIlich.b&Y.C...Dafte•
e since Durant posed this-questiott-----r
-togeTher to consOlido.fe-g-program.
MFP was then sold to the people.
some of us have answered it, others
It seems to me it is going to be. and the•third step was,to get the
have tailored it. and some have
necessary tp get all of. the groups
:
.
legislature to piles it. This happendecided,
that it .wasn't e very good
together to attee op a program for
getting
the ed in 1954. Next came
qtrelotion in the 'first placer.
there are so.many varying ideas.
money, and the first real money
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Fraternity plagued by man
with a 20-year-old grudge
CINCINNATI (AP) - Ever
since Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity rejected him for
membership 20 years ago, Fred
H. Postlewaite, 38, has carried a
grudge, and it has netted him
eight years in jail with more
charges pending.
Officials of the national fraternity say PosUewa1te has been
showing up for years at chapter
houses across the country looking for a place to sleep.
Welcomed by 'fraternity
brothers, Postlewaite accepts
their hospitality, then makes off
in the night with their checks,
credit cards and cash, an SAE
official says.
"He has been hounding us for
15 years now," said Ken‘Tracey,
SAE's national director. "He's
been to prison several times, but
when he gets out he just heads
for the nearest SAE house and
does it again."
Postlewaite was arrested Dec.
5 at Western Kentucky University and is in the Warren County
jail in Bowling Green, Ky.,
awaiting a hearing on two
forgery counts, police said.
Cincinnati police have charged Postlewaite with forging a
check during a visit to a University of Cincinnati SAE house
Nov. 13. Postlewaite is accused
of stealing a .University of Cincinnati student s 'checkbook,
writing a $200 check and cashing
It at a Cincinnati bank.
Postlewaite also is wanted in
Utah on a psrole violation,
police said. He'vaskaroled last
summer after serving three
years in a Utah prison or using'
a credit card talen from an SAE
member at ths University of
Idaho, police mid.

"He just drove up in a taxi and
knocked on the door. The guys
there recognized his picture
from a circular we put out to all
of our chapters," Tracey said of
the Western Kentucky incident.
"Some of the guys just kept him
talking while another one called
the police."
•
Bowling Green police Sgt. Ray
Raymer said Postlewaite told
the police "he has just had a
grudge against the fraternity
ever since SAE refused to accept him for membership about
20 years
The fraternity's national office put out its first circular on
Postlewaite in 1973 after he stopped at SAE houses at Georgia
Tech, Nebraska, Memphis State

cuiu Wichita State universities,
Tracey said.
Postlewalte was caught in 1973
when he tried to pose as an SAE
member at the University of,
Denver, Tracey said.
Postlewaite was returned to
Tennessee where charges were
first filed against him .and he
spent five years in a state prison
there, officials said.
"He always claims he is from
the University of Tennessee,'
class of '68," Tracey said. "He
knows all the fraternity's songs
and traditions and so can convince everybody he is
legitimate."
A spokesman at East Tennessee State University said a
Fred H. Postlewaite enrolled in
1964 but never graduated.
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Pipe plant to shut down,
130 to be unemployed
PRINCETON, Ky. (AP) - • But I just hated to hear it," said
ITT Grinnell has announced it
Princeton Mayor Buddy Ward.
will close its plant at Princeton,
"It seems like we've had a.growputting about 130 employees out
ing trend over the last few years
of work.
of losineour industries."
The subsidiary of ITT Corp.
The losa of jobs is expected to
manufactured and distributes
have an effect throughout the
pipe, valves, fittings and pipe
hangers used in pipeline pro: Princeton economy, Ward said.
Caldwell County's unemployjects, power plants and
ment rate was 13.2 percent in
refineries.
November.
The plant closing was prompted by foreign competition in
"But the main thing the comthe welding fittings market and
munity needs to do is to get all of
the decline of the "power inthe different organizations
dustries market," a company
working together to try and brrelease said.
ing more new industry here," he'
"It didn't really surprise me. said.
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DAIRY BILLBOARD. - Milk cartons with the pictures
of two missing children. Chary F'eltman and
/Tricia Kellett, are shown being shelved at a market
on Chicago's South Side in preparation for their recent city-wide debut. The project is a joint effort by
the Glaicago Police Department and the Hawthorn
Melody Farm Dairy to help locate some of the thousand
s of children who disappear everft.year...-

MCCH's
scanner
necessary...

Wilson said. "You can put
almost anyone in it, from A
newborn to a 100-year-old with
multi-system trauma."
Having the machine in the
hospital also enables physicians
to treat emergency cases promptly, officials said. Mac Hulse.
the technologist who runs the CT
Scanner, says he has seen cases
in which having the scanner saved lives. Soon after it was installed, a young, comatose patient in intensive care was scanned and a new diagnosis made
because of the scan. She was
transported to Lourdes for an
operation that saved her life, he said.
,
--"It—makes you- appreciate what you have, when you pick it
out (the disorder). and the patient lives as a result of thaT-,Hulse said.

the CT Scanner be supplanted in the -near future by a
yet more sophisticated
technology which the hospital
will feel compelled to buy?
Nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR
is an. experimental
technology that physicians Say
is superior to the CT Scan in
ideniifying internal tumors and
diseases. However, it is not yet
available tor general use. cannot be used by all patients
because of -its tremendous
magnetic force, and currently.
costs more than $2 million.
Com.missioners knew of
NMR's potential when they
bought the CT Scanner. Poston
said.
"It's not going to be for -many
years a state-of-the-art piece of
equipinent for our size
hospital." he said.

(Conrd from page 1)
relaxed, and a mobile CT Scan
unit was approved for use by the
Mayfield, 'Benton, Paris and
Martin, Tenn. hospitals.
"The idea was...to limit the
number of these $1 million
pieces of equipment," Poston
said. "But it -turned around
when the medical community
convinced them (the state) that
hospitals needed this sort of
equipment-" -Poston said the mobile unit
A storm tha dumped 18 inches
Ohio Valley, where the National
Wednesday's storm,-which closwould' be Insufficient for a
of snow bn Kuisas whitened the
Weather Service predicted up to
hospital the size of MOCK Aced a 250-mile stretch of highway
Midwest tacky, while shelters in
8 inches of snow today. Four inand stranded thousands of
cording to chief X-ray
the frigid Notheast bulged with
ches had fallen this morning at
motorists.
technologist Terry Tatlock, the
thousands of street people, inWest Plains, Mo., and 2inches at
"We've been really dumped
_mobile unit is not of the quality
cluding 8,500in New York - the
Des Moines, Iowa.
on." said Linda Avis, a Kansas
as MCCH's and costs patients
most since the Great
Since the storm began TuesHighway Patrol dispatcher in
about $200 more. Further, if
Depression.
day, at least five weather.
Salina, where more than 1% feet
MCCH relied upon the mobile
Storm varnings And
related deaths have been
of snow was reported.
unit, patients would have to wait
travelers' advisories were
reported nationwide.
In-New England and neighbora day or two until the unit nekt
posted fron Nebraska to the
Kansas felt the brunt of
ing states, bone-chilling cold
came to the hospital, he pointed
cleared city streets today as
out.
homeless people flocked to
The mobile unit has cut into
shelters.
usage of the MCCH CT Scanner
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Presi"resisting of this" but would
somewhat, along with lower dent Reagan is
A record number of people left
hinting he might
consider
it if such legislation
New York City streets and bus
hospital admissions, Poston
exempt Social Security cost-ofcame to his desk for signature.
and train stations for citysaid. i-lowever, he believes the
living increases from his
While hinting that he might be
sponsored shelters - 7,005 on
number of patients using the
blanket campaign promise not
willing to eliminate next year's
Monday night and 7,055 on Tues- -machine will double this year. to cut benefits from
the govern-. Social
Security cost-of-living inday, according to JaCk Deacy, a
partially because the hospital
ment's retirement and disability
crease if Congress.demonstrates
spokesman for the Human
has hired a neurologist,. Dr. program. •
strong support for suchh -a move,
Melvin Hinley, an MSU proResources Administration.
Dave Roberts: The fact MCCH
Murray High School will be
Asked at his nationally broadReagan insisted that he would
feSsor axle president of the
Another 1,500 people Were
had a CT Scanner was essential cast news conference Wednesfeatured on a KET television
not
accept tax increases or a
Murray -Calloway County
sheltere
d
Tuesday night at
to ...recruiting a neurologist, day night Whether he still conbroadcast Friday afternoon at
sharp slowdown of his Pentagon
Chamber M - Commerce, has
private facilities within the
which was a high priority of the 'sidered the annual Social Securi2:30 p.m., according to principal
buildup to cut the red ink,
been namel by Kentucky GoverPartnership for the Homeless.
hospital's long-range plan, .ty cost-of-living adjustme
nts unBill Wells who was contacted by
nor Martha Layne Collins as one
Deaey saki even more were- exPoston explained. The machine touchable. Reagan
Reagan spoke after. Senate
said, "I
a KET representative earlier
of three area residents to serve
pected Wednesday night.
is considered especially - never specifically
Republicans got off to a shaky
mentioned
this
week
informin
g
him
that
the
on state canmissions.
valuable in diagnosing brain. that. I did say. however,
"This weather is brutal. Even
start in their bid to draft a,
,that I
award winning high school
Henley was appointed to the
the gratings, I don't think, offer
disorders:--would resist anything that would
deficit-reduction package that
would
be
featured
on
"EducaKentucky Regional Integrated
much comfort," said Deacy,
Even with usage being lower reduce the payments and the
would go beyond a budget plan
tion
Notebook
."
Waste Wter Treatment and
referring to the sidewalk
than projections, the machine is benefits."
the presidesda„-has tentatively
Disposal Tacility Sitting Board.
The show will featint Murray
gratings over subway and steam
paying for itself, Poston said. It
agreed to.
--The cost-of-living adjustments
'"• .
High School, its teachers and its
In addtion to Henley's apgenerated nearly $250.000 in are designed to keep
tunnels on which the homeless
Social
While
indicatin
g that he might.
accomplishments in a half-hour
pointmen, State Representative
revenue last year from fees, Security payments_ in
huddle for warmth. "We're
line with
now
he
willing
to
bow
to possible
Ward ,."3utch" Burnette of
which
housing, more people now than
are about $300 for a com- Inflation, and there have been
show, according to Wells, who
congressional pressure to acFulton
was
among
since
plete
the
examinat
24
Great
iieople
ion
Depressi
(
annot
includin
on."
,
g
added that he was "quite happy
suggestions, in Congress that
.
cept a freeze'on Social Security
'pointed ts the state Child Supradiology fees). The hospital those payments might be
The weather service said
with the recognition." .
frozen
cost-of-llying increases. Reagan
port Conrnission. Franklin Cirtemperatures dropped to 16
board of commissioners is pay- to hold down rising "budget
said he would not accept a tagA KET television crew visited
cuit Jude William Graham will
degrees - the lowest readings of
ing off a five-year, $500,000 loan deficits.
- increase or deep Pentagon spenthe high school in the fall of 1984
serve as the chairman of the
the winter in New York City it obtained to purchase the CT
Reagan said Wednesday he is
ding cuts.
to tape the film segment, excommisson.
Scanner.
at 5 a.m. Wednesday and stayed
Life ok the machine is
plained Wells, who has not yet
Doroth' Thompson of Cadiz
projected to be eight to 10 years.
there for four hours. It was 2
seen the show but said that the
was apptinted to the Kentucky
degrees warmer early this
Officials citestAeNferal ways in
school intended to videotape the
State Advisory Council on
morning.
which the machine has saved
show.
Libraries
The city hotline for inadequate
patients time and money:
heat or hot water registered
*It is no longer necessary to
5,385 complaints from midnight
send patients to other hospitals
to 9 " p.m. Wednesday, said
for CT Scan exams;
*The scanner's more detailed
Michael Rivera of the New York
images reduce the additional exHousing Preservation and
WASHINGTON API(
Development Department.
ams often required by X-ray
- PresiReagan grinned and replied.
Complaint calls Tuesday totaled
readings, and thus reduce the „dent Reagan, commenting in"Security wouldn't let me."
directly on the case of a New
3,334, officials said.
patient's length of stay;
In the context of the New York
York subway rider who shot four
Police in Boston were picking
•By rfpre precisely pinpointing
subway shooting on Dec. 22.
youths who asked him for
disorders, the scanner
up homeless people on the
Reagan wag asked his-views on
money, says that if people start
streets and taking them to
eliminates many exploratory
the use of deadly force in trying
taking .the law into their own
surgeries
shelters around the city.
to defend against an attack.
Dr. Wilson gave an example. hands "there is a breakdown of
"We're doing about 600
Bernhard Goetz, the -man
civilization.”
He recently performed outtonight," said Lucy Abu-Eid,
police believe was the gunman.
"I think we all can understand, allegedly shot the -youths after
patient surgery on a man who
night supervisor of the Pine
the frustration of people !.:tio.are
had a benign tumor growing on
Street Inn, the city's largest
they approached him and asked
three 5x7's
constantly threatened by crime
his kidney. Using the Cl' Scan
shelter, on Wednesday evenfirst -for a match. then for the
twelve wallets
and feel that law and order is not
ing."People are sleeping
monitor as he performed the
time and finally for $5. Saying "I
•SP. deposa applrect to portree
particularly protecting them."
anywhere they can find a spot,"
surgery, Wilson was able_ to
have $5 for- each at you." Goetz
purchase• Package from stan
da.i pose oh cg5tOrher prethe president said Wednesday
drain the.tumor with a long.syrIncluding the building's Jobby.
stood up and fired five shots
se.ected background • Lam?
night- in a nationally broadcast' from a .38-caliber revolver,
inge:--=The patient returned to
one specta per subtect•$t for
acnews conference.
evh acIdgrorral subject • Add
work with no time !oat._ he said.
cording to police.
tsaa seiectrons at redoReagan added.that "while we
.- Not only did the scan identify
.. • Wail
Reagan said he &mid-not-earn=
may feel understanding or symthe turner. it enabled the physiMOTHeRiCatILD ment
on that case since it was in
pathy for someone who was
cian. to drain .it in out-patient
PORTRAITS TAKEN
the courts.
AT NO EXTRA
*tested
beyond
.his
control,
his
surgery
Mrs. Johnny (Susan) Nutter
and without puncturing _
But he went on to say that "I
CHARGE
other organs, Wilson said.. ability to control himself, at the
was reported killed in an
think we all realize there is a
same
time..
.e
have
abide
to
Without
by
•
the
scan, the patient
automobile accident this morn-'
breakdown_ of civilization if peo- _
Offer Valid Through Jan. 14-15
ing. She was a teacher at . likely would --have had to- be • the.1-aw and stand--tee-law and
ple start taking the law in their
order."
operated
Salyersvi
on, be laid ,up in the
lle.
THE PORTRAIT STUDIO
•
own
hands."
Mon. Jan. 14th
As the president started 'to
hospital and lose work time. he
The daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
12 Noon to 4 p.m.
president said that there •
The
leave
,the„rgur
aLthesiog
a,
of
ae.
his
explaine
Harry Spars of Mur-ray, she is • d
- •
..5'p.M. to 8:39 p.m._
-.news -..coritaizenhis,_
a former teacher ar:Calltyw
r2-.4mite
ofte
ge
_
. _
• — Chettnu
J.TStlf
---e-atit of-thrisas
year
a-houted7t Hills' Shopping Center
-Aisan is it gives you highCounty High School. 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
first such back-to-bacit decline
"Wbuld
you
ride
unarrned
Murray,
Ky.
42071
resoluti
a
on
Other
on,
details
fine-detail
images
of
the
of
accident
2 p.m. to 5 p.m.'
"since the crime statistics have
pew -Yosk subway.
parts -of the body that we've
and funeral arrangementa were
Office Phona - 759-1400
Preseet the. at m 1.nt• it Ft•t,tli s.ttonq ap.1 Pot ITO p• k •
904
been kept."
President?" •never been-able to have beforb,"
unavailable-at presstime

Storm blasts across nation,
five weather'deaths reported

Reagan: Social Security
might not be untouchable

Henley
named to
state board

MHS to be
featured on
KET program

Reagan on crime: must
abide by the law anyway
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Arnold and Milby wedding planned

)11 will be
on March 15
it

:emir& center 753-3314
Mr. and Mrs. John Arnold, Jr., announce the
engagement and apCUNT - • BuRT
EAST CLASS - These students in Maxine Pool's Fourth Grade Class
at proaching marriage of
EASTWOOD- REYNOLDS
East Calloway Elementary are excited each day at mail time. They joined
their daughter, Laura
the %eekly Reader's Pen Pal Club and they have already
received a Lynn, to Roger Wade
package of letters from Canoga Park. Calif. Shown here are some
-•^1
members Maby, -son of -Mrs:affof the class as they get some letters off to their new friends.
Thomas (Martha)
gP4
. Ado
Roberts. and tile late
- Calvin
Miss Arnold is a
senior at Calloway
control center 7113-3314
County High School.
Mr. Milby is a 1981
The Murray-('alloway Roy H. Norsworthy. Concord',
graduate
of Calloway
Paul
Beecham, Rt. 2,
COU n t y Hospital has -1550 London Dr..
Hazel; Mrs. Maryhm County High School.•
released the dismissals
J.T. Adams, Rt.
The wedding will be
tor Sunday. Jan t; No- Hazel: Mrs. Mary. E. Ann Suiter and baby
new horn admissions - Garwood, Rt 6. Mr. girl. Rt. 2; Mrs. Betty S. solemnized on Friday,
March 15, at 7 p.m. at
were, listed
Mildred_ Colley. Farm- Riley, 104 Parks Dr.;
Mrs. Kay- TAntlister ---the-- Bethany Baptist
ington: Mrs. Mitr.y Ann
Ahstnissak •
Mrs Carolyn B Win- 'Hale (expired Rt 2. Dunne Rt. 1, Cadiz;• Church at New Concord.
A reception will follow
Jerry IA./ Norsworthy,
chester
Box 2770. Hazel.
in
the Community
St.:
807 Vine
Mrs. Diana
University Station, Bilthe North Branch
Romf
of
Rt.
M.
1,
Free,
Almo;
admission,g
New
.
.
btrn
ly Joe Hule, Al2. Fox
_
the
Peoples Bank. Luther V. Blanton, 109
\teadows. J I) Caner- and dismissals at
A 1 1 .friends and
Murray-Calloway Coun- Pine St.; Chester RobinNew Concord;
William Stacy, Rt 1. ty Hospital for Monday, son, Hazel; Mrs. Dortha relatives'are invited to
,exter. Mrs Vallis Jan. 7, have been releas- L. Esker, 400 North atlend the wedding and
the reception.
Fifth St.;
H.oward. 400 Yates S-t., ed as follows:
Mrs.Helene M.Stilke,
Newborn admissions
Paris. Tenn . Mrs:
Baby Girl Lamb, Rt. 8; Cecil R. Morgan\lavtg C. Fair. 402 North
parents.
Doris and ti, 1713 Holiday Dr.;
i-lighth St
Meda 'Ellen Steve, 25 Paula Dr., Conn L. Spencer, Rt. 4;
Mrs
Miss Bernice L.
'Ackson: Fern Terrace NewberrY, Tenn.;
Baby Girl Latimer, Wilson, Fern Terrace
..0dge. Mrs -Viola Bell
Wilbirrn L. Lee,
hrader Rt 1. Si'da ha; parents, Sheri and Lodge'tli
:Ricky, 1503 Kirkwood, Rt. 6; erchel A. Ben-nett (expired) Rt. 3,
Mueray;•
Baby 'Girl. Smith, Fulton.
. parents. Michelle and
Murray
James-. 412 South 10th
St., Murray;
Sunday
Baby Boy Balmer,
11 am-2:30 pm
parents. iacyand
Plate Lunch
LaRue. 1506. Chalker,
• Murray.
Choice of
Dismissals
1 meat,
,
•
Mrs.' Moneer GhafWASHINGTON- (APP - Parents in, a new
3 vegetables
fari, 509 L.P. Miller; - survey say they consider reading, writing and. Gary .Michael Sprague,. arithmetic more important than computer skills
chostnut et. 753-3314
810 Bagwell; Mrs.- Debwhen'it comes to what their children learn in bie Sue Kingins, New
school.
Highlights for Children, g periodical with 18
million subscribers, surveyed 207 parents and
found that 85 percent fell schools -should emphasize reading; 76 percent_ wanted stress on
arithmetic and 63 percent favored writing. Only
24 percent felt computer uSe should be
emphasized.
Asked if television fare makes children less interested in acquiring good writing skills, 56.5
percent said yes and 30 percent'no: 13.5'percent
were unsure.
111

tid

Hospital lists babies, dismissals

Lynn'nn Arnold and Rogc'r Wade AIVI)\
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Reading writing and
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*
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-- VIKING WARRIORS
In spite of the popular conception that Viking
warriors had. horns..on -their helmets, they usual1Y-wore' helmets without horns.. -
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FISH
DINNER

Pi.
7SIP•.
• 1,*
W \S 110 N OKs - Shama Nance of Houston. Texas. tornwrly of Marray.
won Miss Cover Girl and First Runner-up itt Reality in the Miss l'ellov Rose
of Texas Pageant. Shawna is. the .s'en•year-old daughter of Thtresea
Howard of Houston and Gunnek %arm. of Murray. Attending the pageant inHouston were Shawna's grandparents. Koh and Peggy Parrish of Rt. , De x•
ter. and Robby. Marcia and!
lessira Parrish of Paducah.

-

4

,

Weekend Special

Attend the

FREE

Rent A V.C.R.
And 5 Movies

Introductory

Session
Monday, January 21
7:00-8:30 p.m.
in the hnspitars
Third Floor Classroom
Control Your Weight
PERMANENTLY

you,attend a
BE TRIM progcom, you'll
learn how to develop p
lifestyle that gives you
iota control of Your
.

$2495

When

OR

5 Movies For

•a generous portion of Country Style
fish fillets done in our own special recipe
•creamy cole slaw •crispfrench fries

Pick -Up Fri. Bring Back Mon.

•2Southern Style hush puppies.

A Health rromotions Presentation of
Murray-Calloway County Hospitc!!
'To Pre-register, call 753-5131, ext. 338

YOU CAN DO IT!

SPECIAL

$

99
•

_

_

Mayfield

Murray

111 N. 12th
753-9383

sommissimmiNfloallinow!"'""•""'"""'

•

Paris, Rd.
247-0747

$ 2°°

Remember!
We're Murray's
Only
Rental Store

Mo,

753 8201
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Thursday, Jan. 10
Thursday,Jan.10
Grove 6126 WOW will ..Church. For informameet at 6:30 p.m. at .tion call- Jill at
753-1701
Homeplace Family or Dick at 436-2174
.
Restaurant.
-- '
1 - AA and Al-Anon will
Coldwater Baptist. have closed meeting
s at
Church Women will 8 p.m. at First Christi
an
meet it 7 p.m, at the Church, Benton. For
inchurch.
formation call 753-0061.
- -762-3399, 753-7764 or
The Rev. Lloyd Hardy 753-7663.
of Crofton will speak at
---Lake-Land Apostolic
Murray Chapter No.
Church at 7:30 p.m.
92 Royal Arch Masons
ahd Murray Council No.
Mur ay-Calloway 50 'Select Masters will
County La Leche meet at 7:30 p.m.
at
League will meet at 7 lodge hall.
p.m. at 920 North 18th
---St. For information call
Friday,Jan. 11
733-8771.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
The Single Connection from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
will meet at .7 p.m. inr for activities by the
third floor classroom, senior citizens.
Education Building,
First United Methodist
Hazel Lodge No.. 831

Wedding vows said

e

Eunice Mitchell of Fulton and Virgil,B.
Paris. Tenn., were married in a home ceremony
on Sunday afternoon. Dec. 30.
The Rev. Paul Phillips. minister of the First
United Methodist Church, Fulton, officiated in
the presence of the immediate family members
Mrsi Clark. daughter of Mrs. W.P. Williams of
Paris. Tenn., and the late Mr. Williams, is
publisher of the Fulton Daily Leader. Fulton.
Mr. Clark. son of the late Mr. and Mrs. John -M.
Clark of Mayfield. is retired from the office supply business.
The couple is residing in Fulton.

Community events.
Friday,thin. 11
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
prm--ft4 the lodge hall

Friday,Jan. 11

- Saturday,Jan..12

Building. Legion lime.. Street, Mayfleld. For inPaducah. f,'or informa- formation call
1-800-592-3980.
tion (-all 1-554-5071.

The Single Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Peoples Bank, North

Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church -

AA and Al-Anon will • American Quarter
Horse Association
meet at tt pin. at
Key)] Center, South 1011 Horse Show will start at
Street to. x-tend-ed, -8 a.m. at Livestock and
Make Today Count !Mayfield.
Exposition'Center.
will meet at 10 a.m.in
▪ -the private dining room
Open horse show by
• Methodist Men of Inof the Murray-Calloway New Providence Riding dependence
United
County Hospital.
Club will be at 7:30 p.m. Methodist Church will
---at Livestock and, Ex- sponsor a hot dog and
Team captains and position Center.
chili supper at 6 p.m. at
church delegates for the
.
church. An auction and
Billy Grahum • movie,
Saturdly,Jan.12 .
country ham give-away.
The Prodigal." la -be
Clarence Thomas and will follow.
- shown- here in March'; Boyce Cravens will be
- -will meet at 7 p.m. in honored at an 80th birthShower for Teddy and
Fellowship Hall. First day celebration from 4 Joy. Rogers who lost
-Baptist CharchT 204.--106 p.ni.--ffi--'11reational home 14 fire will
be
South Fourth St.-Building, Union Grove from 2 to 4 p.m. at Far'
Baptist Church, mington; Community
Rouri'd and square PUryear, Tenn. The Building. For informadancing will be from-family requests_ guests tion call 492-864
2 or
7T-30 to 11 p.m.. with not bring gifts.
1-345-2304.
music by Sharecropper
---at Lynn Grove Roller
Area Track and Field
Captain Wendell Oury
Rink.
Training Clinic for Chapter of the
coaches for Special Daughters of the
- -* Paducah Chapter - of Olympics wilt be from American Revolution
Parents Without Part- 10 • a.m. to 30 .m. at will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at
ners will meet at 8 pm. Longfellow Elementary Holiday Inn
with
at American Legion School, South 10th Dorothy Byrn as

DATEBOOK

813 Coldwater Road
753-2844

Mon Sat

,oA

•
t
A shower for Paul and Kaye Henry
and their
two children, whose home and content
s were
recently destroyed by fire, has been
rescheduled
for Tuesday. Jan. 15, from 6 to 8
pan. at the
. Bethel Chapel Pentecostal Chureh,
located about
:io miles east of Murray on Highway
94 East. The
shower was planned on Jan. 3 but was
postponed
because of the- snow. For informa
tion call
474-8831 or 1-354-8987.

Birthday event planned
-A-MINI(er•W Of
•
-Clarence -Thomas -and Boyce- Cravens Will be
held Saturday, Jan. 12, from 4 to 6 p.m. in the
Fteereation Building, Union Grove Baptist'
Church. Puryear, Tenn.*Hosts for the event will
be the children of_ Mr. Thomas who are also the
nieces and nephews of__Mr.__Pravens. They In:
dude Linda Thomas of Washington, D.C., Larry
Thomas of Milwaukee, Wis., and James Thomas
Puryear. All friends and relatives are invited
to attend. The family requests that guests nothring gifts.

Warm Winter
SLEEPWEAR

,suwni1.A.TEiRsz

,-

Regular 70.00 ta.48.00 Values

1/
A.
--.•

Horse show here Friday-

11
(\

II'

lli TO

•

.

OFF

No

%a

ry.,

TO

A

Special Prayer Breakfast will start at 8:30
a.m. on Monday, Jan. 14, at the Holiday Inn. This .
will be sponsored-W,the Murray Ki*anis Club as
a part of the national sponsorship Of the National
Kiwanis Club for the purpose of special prayer
prior to the inauguration of the United States
President Ronald Reagan and other national officials. John Fortin, chairman of the Spiritual
Life Committee of .the Murray _ Club. said ministers will be present to take part in the
briokfast. The public is urged to attend, Fortin
'said.

MTC to meet Friday
Make Toddy Count will meet Friday, Jan. 11,
from 10 a.m.-to noon in theprivate dining room of
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is an
organization formed as a group for people living
with life-threatening illnesses, their_ family
members and other interested individuals.
"

„dr

1/11:

TO

y2

Junior & Missy
COORDINATES

OFF

/
11 1 -

SCARVES
TIES

All Winter
SUITS .

20% OFF

Regular 88.00 to 140.00 Values

599°T0

GIRDLES
...... BRASRegular 7.50 to 28,00 Values

Fl=-J

L.--:-;" - '
/
1
4?'
‘
1 4'5
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\4445

Slightly less Savings On Single Pair • Discontinued colors

OFF

Regular 20 00 to 112.00 Values

.

BUY 3 PAIRS

.

NOW/
1 3 OFF

1/
3 T.01/2

•

.

ANNIVERSARY SALESAVE

Regular 8.00-N35.00 Values

- 1/411
-TO
Au

lir

Fashion Leather ,
GLOVES

Prayer event on Monday

Junior & Mhty SKIRTS.

.

Regular 34.00 to 68.0eValues

NOW 11
A

01/2
'OFF'

9 WEST bEXTER BASS 1111SILENS 'AUDITIONS
FOOTWORKS INE STRIDE NATURALIZER

yr,
A. OFF

1i

399TO 1

9,,,.._9

.

2/n OFF

TO

Air

Junior & Missy,
PANTS
Regular 18.00 to 37.00 Values

1
/01r
1)
4 TO/A OFF

Off.

Winter Fashion
BOOTS

Winter
A.CTIVEWEAR

Regular 34_00 to 110.00 Values,

Regular 20 00 to 56 bo Values'
.1

-.
8990

,

Regular 16.00 to 55.00 Values

Regular 30.00 to 80.00 Values
111/01
1
%., TO

1/3

,
SHOES

All Winter
ROBES

OFF

BLOUSES .

-

OFF

T0½

Regular 18.00 to 46 00 Values

" T0 1 0000

Regular 2.50 to 28.00 Values

Y3.

IA.
,„1

'Junior to Missy

DRESS LENGTHS • PANT COATS
CAPES • JACKETS • STADIUM COATS
DOWN 8. POLY FILLS • FURS• WOOLS
MAN MADE FURS• LOTS OF COLORS
Regular 74.00 to 280.00 Values -

,

''' '

Regular 17.00 to 28.00 Values

The second winter horse show of the New Providenoe Riding Club is scheduled Friday, Jan.
11, at 7:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky Livestock
and trxposItion Center. For more information
contact Peggy Atkins, Rt. 2, Hazel, phone
492-8572.

.'

Nylon Tricot
LINGERIE

Bethel classes plahtied
Special Bethel Classes are being offered at the
First Christian Church on Sundays at 5:30 p.m.
Persons may still sign up for the classes even.
though they started Jan. 6. The cost is $4.50 per
person and the classes‘vill continue through Sunday. Feb. 17. They are Unit I (Old Testament)
with Dr. David Roos as teacher and Unit IV
New Testament) with Hester Gray as teacher.
For information call the church office, 75N-3824.

\,

1

Regular 18.00,to 84.00 Values

COATS

1

4
1,

10 a.m.-5 p.m.

NATURAL FOODS

JANUARY LEARANCE

tif

meet at 8 p.m, at
.
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
ieont'd on page 11)

page, Paducah Sun;Democrat, Wed., Dec. 26,
1984
"...you can do MCIfill'for your own risk of dying
from heart
disease, than your doctor can do for you,..
." and "...-the
average person has a lot of control over his own
destiny
here."
These are the results of research in Boston, which
found
that lowered cholesterol levels in the diet and
decreases in
smoking have had a major impact on the risk of heart
disease
in recent years.
At Red Oaki1laturaf Foods we agree that improv
ing our
diet and exercise habits will enrich our lives. Let
us aquaint
you with more of our quality foods and health
aids.

.c

119"

299° TO

Saturday.Jan./2

Its In The News!
Front

OPEN SUNDAYS 1 .00-5 OC,

Henry shower Tuesday

Large Racks of

Saturday,Jan. 12
12th and Chestnut. to go
to Murray State Basketball Game.
--AA and Al-Anon will

AzigHT0

All Winter .
DRESSES

PAGE; 7

•

Saturday,Jan. 12
hostess.

Regular 46.00 to 180.00 Values

JANUARY
CLEARANCE

THURSDAY, JANE AR I' 10, 19t45

NOW/
1 3

OFF

NOW

1/3

OFF
-

All Winter
BELTS,

Winter
BILLFOLDS

Winter Fashion
JEWELRY

Regular 7 00 to 32 00 Values

Winter Fashion
HATS

Regular 6.00, to 40.00 Va'ues

All Winter
HANDBAGS

Regular 3 0,0 to 45.00 Values

Veguiar42.00 to 52 00 Values

Reguktr 8 00 •:- t5 00 values

/
11 3 T011
/
2-OFF

11/4
ill.

11/031

4

ln
TOiA OFF

NOW

ll,
lap

OFF

1/
3 T01
/
2

OFF

T011
2

OFF 1
-- 1----

• ,..,

Sale 1/2 Price
All Winter Clothing
*Suits •Blouses •Skirts•Tops •Pants •Shirts
•Walking Shorts

'Scarves •Belts
'Handbags
•Jewelry
•Accessories

FR(q
t

Pants, Skirts, Tops

et
igA
i 41
,
:
11)
:9
:
C5t1t6

$5 & $10

WINTER HOURS:
9:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Ups and
VgIgni

-------

/2 Off

China, Crystal,
Silver and Gifts

20

*New Shipment
Guess Jeans

,
Cy
U

UTT
1r-•

1

-

•

•01.

'
4
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,.- -;L-

'
•
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Persons visit in area homes during holidays
Hy MRS. R.D. KE1
JIMA. 1985 •
'
. Mr and Mrs. Morris
Mrs. Eva
Oliver.. Mrs Berne
. `'‘...xlenkins.. Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins and
Adam. Mr. and Mrs.
Kenny Jenkins and
Malone. Terry .Orr.
Mary - Ann MayleS and
Joe Miller were recent
supper guests of Mrs
Hilda Orr
Mr. and Mrs. Mite
Sykes. Carolyn' Day.
Pauline Boyd and Carlie
,B Paschall.were recent_
dinner guests of Joetla
Paschall and Steve
Mrs Audie - Grooms
spent the holidays with
and Mrs. Joe
. Mr
GrO•m1,:: of Jackson.
Tenn
Mr and Mrs , .lack
Vt yatt and children, tiny
and Ginger. Nashville.
Tcnn.. the . Rev - and
Mrs. Glynn Orr and
uhildren. Rickie and
Brian
Uertic
Mrs
Morris-Jenkms

and Mitch Sykes were
recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs t:lynn Orr.
Mr. and Mrs . Kenny.
Jenkins 'and -daughter.
Malorie. recently
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Cole.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Pistilli and children.
Pam and Steve of New
Jersey. and Mrs.
Charlene Whitford and
'children. Matt and Josh,
of Murfreesboro. Tenn..
were the recent guests
of Mr and Mrs Charles
Paschall.
Mrs
Carlie B.
Paschall visited Mr. and
MrsT Hester Cunningham of St. Louis.
Mo , during - the
holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Farley and-son. Mark,
and Mr. and Mrs. BuddY.
Hull and son, Jason, _of
Memphis. Tenn.._ were
the recent guests of Mr.
and Mrs: Cooper Jones.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes, Mr. and

um
rein-PER
M or

Mrs. Mitch
i.!s Mr.
and Mrs. Tony Sykes.
Brian and Amanda
Sykes, Mrs. Jennie
Sykes: Seethe Cooper.
Jessie Paschall and
Jewel Key were holiday
guests of the Rev. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha
,
Mr. and Mrs. 'Enloe
Tarkington visited Mr.
and Mrs. Jackie Tark•
ington in Texas during
the holidays.
Recent-guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mabern Key were Mr.
and Mrs.- Jimmie Key
and sons, Kevin and
Jeremy.,.Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson and
daughter. Lavettia. Mr.
and Mrs.. Derrel Wilson
and son, Mike. Mr. and.
Mrs.. Lane.. Green. Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Young
and Mr. and Mrs. David
Perkins and son.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Weih.er, Sr.. Joetta
Palchall and son. Steve.
and Mr. and Mrs. Terry

Day were recent supper
• guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mitch Sykes., Later
visitors were Jennifer
and Stephanie Redden.
Guy and Ginger-Wyatt
visited Mr. and Mrs.
Mitch Sykes on
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs Clerris
Wilson. Mr-1nd Mrs.
Mab.ern Key, Mr: and
Mrs. Hubert Deering
and. Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Morris visited
Mrs. Ovie Wilson_ at
Paris Manor.
• The . Rev. ind Mrs.
Warren Sykes were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Elkins.
Mr. and Mrs. •Gerald
Holley were recent
gue_stsof Mr.- and Mrs.
Jackie Smith of
Louisville.
Mitch Sykes had knee
surgery on Dec. 27 at the
Henry County Hospital,
Paris. Tenn. After his
dismissal, he and his.
wife stayed in the homes
of Joetta Paschall and

I

BODY WAVE:
Na oppointwmnfi neapisary

Ma

I

85
$19
Regular $27.51)

\II 1111 MEI

111M MN MI MI ME MN1

PADUCAH

MURRAY

442-4386

753-0542

2608 Pork Avenue

Olympic Plaza

and OpeTated b} Tom

the Rev. and Mrs Wit!
ren Sykes for a fe%k
days. Il1an,v7-- persons
visited him at the
hospital and at the two
homes while he was
recuperating.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Morris were dinner
guests on Sunday, Dec.
30. in -the home of Jessie
Paschall. This was- in
celebration of Mr. Morris' birthday. Other
guest's intluded Mr. and
are-1is
tr
r4schall
and the..Rev. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr and son.
Brian.
Mr. and Mrs.. Gaylon
Morris and. the Rev. k
Glynn Orr were reeent
guests in my home.
Mrs. Lorene Smith-of
Memphis. Mrs. Eula
McCullough, Sadie
Cooper. Myrtle Rose
I-fill-Mr. and Mrs. Tony
FHA SPEAKER - Charla Walston, in her Japanese attire, presented a
Sykes, Brian and Amanspecial program about her stay in Japan as a summer exchange student at a
da, the Rev. and Mrs.
meeting of the Murray High School Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
Warren Sykes and Mary
America.
Grace Morris were
Thursday dinner guests
of Jennie Sykes.
Lorene Smith, the
Rev._ and Mrs.. Halite
Cook, Myrtle Rose Hill.
Judy ,and Mark SumCharla Walston there.
Another December
mers, Reta Cook, Jennie
event Was the
Sykes. Mr. -and Mrs. presented a special program on Japan at the Wa
Altstothh- ewa-tsi•m
ine Japan, Christmas party held on
Tony Sykes. Brian and
Amanda Sykes•and the meeting -of the Murray • some exchange students the evening of Dec. 19 at
Rev. Warren Sykes High School Chapter of from Japan - were the home of Mrs. Crass.
sw
.
ere Friday guests of t he F - u-t u r e visiting her parents, Mr. Each officer and
Homemakers of and Mrs. Charles chairperson was invited
Sadie Cooper.
for a meal and social
Mr_ and Mrs. Tommy America held during a WalSton of Murray.
morning activity period
Debbie 'Roos. presi- hour.
Jenkins;and son, Itdai-n.
in the Home Economics dent. presided. Kelly
The sl-rvice project
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Room'of the school.
Bolls, secretary, gave for December was to
'Jenkins and -daughter.
Miss Walston, her report.
send hand-made gifts to
Malone. anirMrs. Bee._
scholarshi
p chairman
Approximately 36 the children at the
tie Jenkins were Saturfor the Murray FHA • members and th-e Murray-Calloway
day supper guests of
CounChapter,
visited Japan chapter advisor; Mrs. ty Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
last' summer- and was A.B. Crass. Were preThe 'January meeting
Jenkins.
sponsored by the Rotary sent, according to Shan. will be -the Big
Mrs. Jessie . Paschall
Sisternon Page. chapter Little Sister Pizza
has been ill for the past Club.
-Her presentation in- reporter.
Party.
few .days. Visitors in•
Crude Mrs.-Bertie cluded the cultures of
Jenkins; _Mr. and Mrs. the Japanese -such as
Glynn Orr,Mr..and-Mrs. the types of food eaten,
Gaylon Morris. Gwinna -forins-of-entertainmenT
Gallimore, Linda Kay and the types of clothing
worn. During her program..
(Cont'd on page'll)
Miss Walston showed
.,_some slides, of different.
places she visited in
'A beginning course State University.
titled "Computers and
Japan.
Listed as Computer
Society" will be offered Science (CSC) 101, secI Miss Walston said she
stayed with several clif. from 6 to 9 p.m. on Mon- tion one, the course carf e r en t Japanese days during the spring _ries three semester
families while she was I semester aL Murray hours of credit and is appropriate for anyone
who wishes to learn
about the applications of
computers and the basic
software for microcomputers. No prior experience or coursework

The original fainil haircutters.

SAVE ageserMN SAVE IN BENTON SAVEIN BENTOW

Our Board of Directors Has Declared:

Special Purchase

is necessary.

Every Item Reduced To Clear In Our $250,000 Inventory
Many Items Below Rekw Dealer Cost. Hurry!
4111113),

ofpnana

Whirlpool
Gas Range

Fe Sin, Rag. $359

Dishwasher

frost Free Wilesataker, Rog. $1149

-

Neon Dsty, Rig. $199

Cc
iiiSits.lb Neer& its,11.. $1741
•

AIIIIMNIMI

Cisereece Priced I.

•
$499.
%TT
Color Console

NW

Color Portable
tog. $31/

Osier Caws
re
VIS
netaih
Rag. Mr/

197
$1 299

VHS Recorder Wilismoto

$

468

Rag. $549

Rig Screen Portable
Rag. Mt

flaitt-hi, Rog. $449
15

Cu. Ft. Chest
Reg. $549

17 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
Frost Fres,Is,.$799

Dishwasher
Pertilis,bg. $549

AN 1%ir1poo1

0001irnal

Al
•

Priced

nvito•
VIM Video Recorder
NW°, 1109. $629
"

25" Diagonal Color Console
W/Rseets, Reg. $719

19" Diagonal Color TV
leg. $399
Me Video Recorder
Reg. $399

13" Diagonal Color TV
$278

$349
$349
$379
$579
$449

Whits, Reg. $449

leg.
.

Al

$597
$297
$397
$24

Clearance Moil

Listed Are But A Few Of The Savings You Will Find- All First Come, First Served,
No Dealers Please! No Interest For 90 Days With Your Good Credit.

Lx)

eifcV,Vottit
---nurri*emit
Wye,*

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture Inc.
r409 S. Main, Benton, Ky. 527-3889

2 FREE
Replacement Wicks S23.95
Retail Value, and Siphone Pump

$7995
Only

Murray Supply Co.
206 E. Main

753-3361

Students will receive
training in spreadsheets,. word processing, electronic filing and
data management software! Discussion will
cover ethics and the
best use of computers in
edtication.
The- first class
meeting will be Monday, Jan, 21. Fees are
$37 a semester hour for
undergraduate credit
for Kentucky residents.
Additional information
about the course may be
obtained by calling the
instructor, John
McGregor, 762-6214.
Students may register
for the course in the
ballroom of the Curtis
Center from 8 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. Monday or
Tuesday. Jan. 14 and 15,
or from 5 to 7 p.m.
Wednesday or Thursday, Jan. 16 and 17.

ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE

2

For 1 Plus $ 1
Sale Starts Friday, Jan. 11
Buy one pair of selected fall and winter shoes
and get the next pair for only $1
Over 1500 pairs AO choose from including
Men's, Ladies and athletics.
All Ladies Fall Dress Boots 20% Off the
already low price.
0
All Ladies Western Boots 50% Off the already
low price.
Style No. 3270
Aigner Reg. $45
Our Discount Price $29.99
Sale Now $16.99

Guinn's Factory Outlet Shoes
614404,
et

(r) SAvE IN BENraiv &4ye IN BENTOAI SRVE IJ(3017641 SVE

•

9800 BTU, Automatic ignition, removable
tank, automatic safety shut off.

ATTENTION:
OPEN SUN. 1-S

Monday Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. •

•

Famous Hallmark
Kerosene Heater

Ofiti1111X1M

AVE IN BENTON SAVE N BENTON SAVE MI SEA/TIT

Quality, Service and Value

Rog. $799

NE'

The a
sold
Unitei
would
-3tti rr
ice cr
in hal
and fc
total
crea
woul
equat
ding
maga

Charla Walston talks about
visit in Japan for the FHA

WE MUST MOVE $100,000,0FINVENTOIRY
IN MONTH OR ELSE!
$259
18 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
$649
170. Ft. Upright Deep Freeze
$579
Dryer
$299
24.7 Ft. Itifrigereter
$1,449

To
so)

'Computers and Society'
will be beginning course
to'boffered at MSU

and Yvonne Key

Microwave Radcwange®

Cer
need
Olym
To
West
Reg
Bealt:
tion
Grave
Olym;
an ar
traini
day,

207 N. Brewer Downtown Paris, TN
Open Mon,40t _9-5

ri

I
r

I

•

4

I
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Area track, field training clinic- for Special Olympic coaches Saturday
Certified coaches are'
needed for Special
Olympics.
To meet this need, the
Western Kentucky
Regional Mental
Bealth-Mental Retardation Board, Inc. and
Graves County Special
Olympics will sponsor
an area track and field
training clinic on Saturday, Jan. 12.

The clinic will be at coaches for Special
Longfellow Elemen- Olympics by the Kentary, South 10th Street, tucky High School
Mayfield, from 10 a.m. Athletic Association.
to 3 p.m. There is no
Clinic facilitators will
charge for this clinic.
be Margaret Simmons,
For advance registra- head coach for Murray
tion call Pam Johnson State University Ladies
at the regional board, Track Team, and Max
toll-free, 1-800-592-3980.
Appel, director of proStations will be set up grams for Kentucky
for the following areas: Special Olympics. _
high jump; relays;
The main sponsors for
distance running; and Special Olympics in
softball throw.
Western Kentucky are
Coaches completing the Western Kentucky
this free clinic for track Regional MH-MR
NEW YORK (AP) — and field will be cer- Board, Inc. and MSU.
The amount of toppings tified by the Kennedy Many events are also
sold at retail in the Foundation and co-sponsored by other
United States in 1983 recognized as official organizations.
would cover more than
&b. million servings of
ice cream. If packaged
In half-gallon containers
and formed in a line, the
total production of ice
cream in America
The Place For The Custom Face
would encircle the
equator 11 times, accor753-6926
Bel Air Center
ding to Chocolatier
magazine.

Toppings
sold, LISA

Special Olympics is
the wOrld's largest
sports training program
for persons with mental
retardation.
During the past two
years. Kentucky Special
Olympics has embarked
into new areas of training local coaches and
volunteers.
Several training
schools have been held
across the state in gymnastics and basketball,
as well as event direc-

tors. "These tnaining
schools provide needed
Information and
guidelines for coaches
enabling them to assure
our athletes receive
quality training," said
Gayle Wadlington,
recreation specialist for
the Western Kentucky
R'egional MH-MR
Board, Inc.
"The benefits of these
training -schools are
already evident. In just
two short years we are

seeing coaches with a
broad knowledge of
Special Olympics

i
1
i

fidence and improved
Wadlington
added.
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sports. We .are seeing
athletes competing in
events:with greater con-
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Children's Specialty Shop

9-9
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1407 West Main
753-4682
We Accept
Food Stamps

—FROM

COCA COLA,
DIET COKE,
SPRITE, TAB,
MELLO YELLO I

Open 8 a.m.-7 p.m..
Monday thru Saturday

010D FoLK

Prices Good 1-10-85
Thru 1-16-85

Kraft

Flav-o-rich
Light

;MIRACLE
WHIP

Miracle

320z.

Plus Deposit
$ 16
9

Charmin

TOILET

--TissUE

4 Roll Pkg. $

109

Hyde Park Sandwich

BREAD

240z.

49°

Hyde Park Water Pack

TUNA

Oz.

59°

Double Q Pink

SALMON

156 Oz

$169

motts
APPLE CIDER

Welch's Grape
64 Oz $2
39

Hefty Cinch

Green Giant Cut Asparagus

KITCHEN SACKS

10 ct.

SPEARS

Solo Party

CUPS

Green Giant Cut

GREEN BEANS

20-Ct 160z.

Ocean Spray

Duncan Hines

BROWNIE MIX

15Y2

Oz.

89°

Vlasic Bread & Butter

Welch's Grape

46 Oz.

79°

Senecca Apple

JUICE

Center Sliced

BOWL CLEANER

48 Oz.

U S Choice Boneless

Emge Dry Cured

CHUCK

SMOKED

ROAST

PICNIC

Economy Ground

3 4 Lb Pkg

640z. $ 1 29

$

Ocean Spray Cranberry Juice

COCKTAIL

Gal

Ty 0-Bowl Automatic

Sacremento Tomato

JUICE

$169

1% MILK

32 Oz.

Crisco

Emge Fully
Cooked Smoked

JUICE

Prairie Farrru Purple Top

CRANAPPLE DRINK.
OIL

CHUNKS

JELLY

32 Oz. $ 139.

59

5L?

Ilo

,.,T, , A
, . PRODUCE }

Emge Fully Cooked Shank
I
B.B.Q. BEEF
'A HAM
Lb. 89° 1-ancY
11
BELL PEPPERS
4/$1
Emge Fully Cooked Shank
Y2 BUTT
Lb. $ 1°9 Vine Ripened
B.Q. PORK
Lb $429
Grade A
TOMATOES
. Lb. 39° II
Jwons
CHICKE
BREAS
$ 139
Lb.
N
T
$329 Field 1 Lb.
Lb
RIBS
q
BACON
Vac Pack $ 1 79 1 Lb. Bag Cello
9We'11S Best
Field 1 Lb.
CAI-MOTS
B.B.Q. CHICKS/VIA) $ 59 BOLOGNA
$ 1 49 ft S. No. 1 Idaho
Whole (:hicken)
Choice
U.S.
Etoneless
Arm
Cut
Owens Famous 9 Piero
$ 799
POTAT
10L1
OES
I/
Lb. $ 1 79
FRIED CHICKEN $329 SWISS STEAK
U.S. Choice Extra Lean
Best Deli lb
GROUND CHUCK $ 1 79 BROCCOLI
8
:11
,
1
1
ROAST BEEF $429 Fields
1 Lb. Original or
s749
•
WIENERS

A

329
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parents' night, Bobby's teacher told
me that he 'is well-liked and very
well-behaved at school. She was .
amazed that he was a problem ret--,
;-home.
0•
• •
I know the parents love both their In1
By Abigail
children, but I think they need
professional help'
in raising them. (('ont'd from page 1)
'•Van Buren How
do-1 get• thia across without
• k,,
being told to "buttoue?Don't use colleet money generated in our
my name. I'm atready in the dog- own district." • Calloway Superintendent Jack
house with them. Sign me ...
Rose said he was disappointed in
DOGHOUSE GRANDMA
the court's action, but not
DEAR GRANDMA: Since you surprised.
have visited the boys' school, it
"It's discouraging that the
would not be inappropriate high court.would not hear a matwere you to share your legiti-. ter as important as tat is to a
ynate concerns with Bobby's number of districts," Rose said.
They resent my outspoken criticism teacher. She could involve the
"On the other hand, its proand have asked me to stop -in- parents in some kind ofdialogue
Jbably
perceived a,s'a pretty hot
terfering.
and recommend professional
That's not all. They favor the counseling.
younger boy and always have. He
never geti punished when he clearly
has it coming, which creates hostility
between the boys.
When I visited the boys'school for
DEAR ABBY:Is morerimportant
for a father to run every morning or
ave breakfast with- his son?
SHEILA IN DEL MAR

ity.

Dealt)

_Qrandma Thinks Problem Child
Reflects His Problem Parents
DEAR ABBY: My'daughter and
her husband have two sons. ages 6
and "S. The 8-year-old
call him
Bobby: is constantly being spanked
for throwing temper tantrums, talking hack, hitting. not doing as he's
told. etc I strongly object t() this
kind of fiuniihriferit and halerfola
daughter and her husband so.
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Regional meeting
on education to
be held Monday

DEAR SHEILA: A father who
runs every morning will probably live to have more breakfasts
with his sun than one who
doesn't exercise. He will also be
a more vigorous and healthy
husband for you.
Why are you setting up roadblocks when you should be
cheering him on?

N
rat IENA\1 — Ronnie S. Hall. Jr., a junior majoring
in occupational health and safety at Murray State University.
a as recently commissioned a 2LT in the Kentucky'National
t it'd rd. under the earl), commissioning provisions of the university's Re%er%e- Officers' Training Cortia,(ROTC) program. The
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Hall, 4106 Ni ormie Court. Louisville,
assignel tirCompany C of the 1st Bri"..-123rd'Armor of
. G. located in Madisonville. He will drill. with the unit one
ueekend per month, %i:hile completing requirements foi his B.S.
deg-ree. N hull he VI ill receive in December, 1985. Shown Pinning
on the 21.T Bars are his uncle. Bobby Hat of LouisviNe, and.his
mother.

nearly 50 percent of the total tax
revenue, officials say. Murray
should gain -an estimated
8180,000 per year by levying an
independent tax, Murray
Finance Officer Sheila Shaw
said.
Murray's immediate reward
for winning the case will be approximately half of the more
than. $700,000 held in escrow by
Circuit Court. Each school
district has been receiving 30
percent of the total tax while the
case has been in court, with 40
percent going to Circuit Court.
Had Calloway won the case, jt
would have collected the entire
escrow fund, officials said.
Murray attorney Overbey said
he - will meet will Calloway attorneys Don Jones and Ben
Fowter to negotiate a disbursement agreement. He hopes to
enter an agreed-upon order to
Circuit Court within 30 to 40
days, he said. If do agreement
can be reached, he said he will
file a motion ftrr disbursement
with Judge Lassiter.
Shaw said it may take months
to work out a new disbursement
system. Murray's case was bastiorial improvement aCtive on
ed upon deriving all the tax from
the local level.
the utility meters of customers
"I think what they're going to
within the Murray district, and
do is try organize a functioning
the utilities will have to change
oganization," said Littleton, exthe'way in which they disburse
plaining that two representaxes collected from customers,
tatives will be taken from each
shi said.
of the counties represented and
"We may have a long, drawn
will meet privately with Kenkel
out process of the division of
and Sexton following the 5:30
p.m. meeting.
' those funds," Shaw said.
Rose said he doesn't an"I third( what they're looking
ticipate any major problems in
for is an energy pocket from this
agreeing upon -disbursement,
area to use as input to the state
although there is a "potential.
legislature," reported Littleton.
problem that involves a signifiIn November, 1984, town
cant amount of money." He
forums were held across the
declined to elaborate.
state in an effort to generate
Murray Superintendent
ideas on education reforms to be
Robert Glin Jeffrey said he
used by the Prichard Committee
hopes the case's outcome won't
for Academic Exellence. Litcreate friction between the two
tleton explained that Monday's
districts. He compared the case
meeting will be the second step
in the committee's attempt to .tp Callow4iy's restriction of the
nth-fiber of transfer students for
determine what direction people
in'the state want to see educa- 'whom it would relinquish ADA
funding — an issue that con-.
tion take.
tributed to Murray's seeking the
The -Prichard Committee is
currently summarizing the —independent utility,tax. "We were fighting for what we
statements and ratings from all
thought was tight, just as they
of the town forums, which
were fighting for what they
reportedly had a total of 20,020
thought was right with the nonattending 146 forums, according
- resident students," Jeffrey said.
to Sexton.
potato, and f think the courts
sometimes have a tendency to
take the easy way out."
Under the two school districts'
joint-taxing agreement, utility
taxes from the entire ...county
were divided between them based on each district's average
daily attendanct. Since
Calloway's enrollment outnumbers Murfay's by approximately two-to-one, that system
allocated close to 70 percent of
the county and city tax revenues
to Calloway.
By deriving all the tax from
utility revenues within its
district, Murray should receive

In conjunction with ttre-tovin
forum held here in November, a
second meeting to discuss ideas
on education will be held in the
Curris Center on the MSU cam•••
pus bn -Monday, Jan. 14 at 5:30
p.m.
The meeting, which is open to
DEAR ABBY:Is it an old tradition
that the person who makes .the the public, will be attended by
telephone call shduld be the one to. those people whO previously atend the conversation? My mother tended the town'forums in each
says it is.
of the counties in the Purchase
She says she would talk all night Area; according to Mary Jane
before she weak' _bring: a_conver- Littleton, organizer -of the
sation to a close if the Other party November forum in Murray.
had called her.
A total of eight regional
This is what she taught me, and I
meetings
will be held across the
can remember countless times I
have been late because of this. What state between Jon. 14-28.
Prichard Committee members
do you thinkAbby?
ANXIOUS IN KENTUCKY Bob Sexton and Scottie Henkel
are scheduled to attend MonDEAR— ANXIOTIS: This old day's meeting where they Will
"tradition" is news to me. talk about ways to keep educaReaders?
•••
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DEAR ABBY:I just rea*the letter
• signed "Hurt in Los Angeles." The
writer was a woman who was being
honored at. a dinner given for her in
appreciation of her many years of
volunteer service tonn organization
that meant a lot to her. She asked
her son to attend, but he refused,
saying,- "Those affairs bore me."
She, said her son was inier 50,
married and had a nice family.
I am also over 50,./narried and
have a nice family. Abby, if the
affair has not already taken place, I
would be happy to escort the lady.
Being an orphan myself, I would
consider it an horwr and a privilege.
A two-way. race has been set _
JOSEPH N. FEINSTEIN, up for at least one seat on the
FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 11;1985
SHERMAN OAKS,CALIF. Calloway Fiscal Court. IncumWhat kind of day will tomorrow be? GEMINI
bent Ralph Bogard and Randall
DEAR MR.FEINSTEIN: Beau- Patterson both filed their names To find out what the stars say, read (IVIay 21to
June 20)
AJIV
tiful! Your letter made my day.
with the county clerk's office the forecast given for your birth sign.
Those looking for a new place to live
this week and will seek to repre- ARIES
have luck today. Some work overtime
* ••
on a job development. The family unit
(Do you hate to write letters because sent the Hazel, Providence, and (Mar.21 to Apr.19)
A morning appointment may not be is Welted.
you don't know what to say? Thank- Harris- Grove area included in
you notes, sympathy letters. congratu- the third district,
kept, but lucky breaks come your way CANCER
% EVERY WdOL COAT
lations,. how to decline and accept
In addition to Bogard and Pat- careerwise. Schedule important inter- -(June 21 to Ally 22)
invitations and how to a'rite an.inEVERY SHORT COAT
Put the finishing toucp on a creative
teresting letter are included in Abby's terson, Dan Miller has also filed views and meetings.
'
EVERY LONG COAT
project. Rapport with a -mate and
booklet,"How to Write Letters for All his name for re-election to the TAURUS
Send your name and ad- fiscal court to represent ,the--EVERY STADIUM COAT ()ccasions."
dress Clearly printed with a check or
fourth district. - according.. to a
-DeVite an unexpected expense, mind. Expect happy news.
.
10/
1
4 EVERY JACKET
money order for 1112-50- (this includes
postage)to: Dear Abby, Letter Booklet, represintative of the Calloway youll have a wonderful time today LEO
romantically. Travel and leipure (July 23to Aug.22)
P.O. Box 3)4923, Hollywood, Calif. County Clerk's office.
90038.)
events are fun-filled.
A new career chance proves
lucrative. Shop for home necessities.
You fulfill obligations admirably now.
Gain is likely.
VIRGO
Liquid Roof
Aug.23 toSept.22)
•
A relative does the- unexpected.
Coating
Amerivent
You're in a serious state of mind, but
6" Triple
.will meet with new romance and fun
Chimney
opportunities.
Kit
LIBRA
List
(Sept.23to Oct.22) •
79.30
You may surprise a loved ope with a
Now
nice gift. Family developments give
Aladdin
you reason to rejoice. Enjoy the cornforts of home.
Temprite 20
19,500 B.T.U.
SCORPIO
Comes with Siphon
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) pump. Auto-ignition
Improved concentration means ex& Auto-shut off
tra accompli-shmenT. Your star social1NOW
ly is on the rise. Expect an invitation
to an elegantaffair.
liW 1
4 :ti
eV
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
Your judgment is shrewd in financial matters. A project on the back
burner is ready to be launched.
Career prospects are good.
CAPRICORN
FALL & WINTER DRESSES
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
II1Chimney Brush
You'll finally get that chance to
Electric
& Rods
travel that you've been looking for.
Water
You express ideas readily and to good
Heaters
$067
effect.
The day is yours!
Brush
.
.P
Over 250 in
REG. 29.99 TO 54.99
AQUARIUS
stock Sizes
Fiberglass Rods
(Jan.20to Feb.18)
6 82 gal
Recent finalicial problems agaolv30 gal size
FALL & WiNTER MISSY SPORTSWEAR
ed - no*. A career effort finally pays
Only
off. Catch up on reading, rest and cor$ 1 1 772
respondence.
PISCES
Naar
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mire
Thermostatic
Better rapport with a loved one
Heat Tape.
makes for a happy day. Friends seek
Pipe Wrap,
you out. You'll shine in the company
Insulation
of those you hold dear.
W000grain
and all
YOU BORN TODAY are more
with marble
types of
idealistic than the typical member of
top (boxed)
caulking
your sign. You often choose a creative
Reg
$89 95
All In
medium through which to express
Now
Stock
your originality. You do best in a field
where your intellectual talents are
Reg. To 25.99
$6995
fully used. Though you can succeed in
banking, you're usually bappidign an
Fiberglass One-Piece Shower or
-artistor profesaionaLtareert„4arn_
to oveiC5mt1einPerEunelit for your
Shower fit- Tub -Corlibbs".
.
COT
greatest success. Birthday of: Alex- '
•
ander Hamilton, statesman; William
753-3361
208 Main St.
James, philosopher; and Rod Taylor,
actor.
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PERSONALITIES
Calloway County's First liondrld 1 ears
(1822-1922) .
.
In 1981 Debbie Jones Bell, in searching for a
thesis tiptc for her Masters Degree program,liit
upon the subject of "The History of Calloway
„County Schools on the Eve of Consolidation." She4
has kindly loaned rrit information from which
some of the material for this article has been
. gleaned. Her research included interviews with
her father Alvis Jones; Max Hurt,'Laverne Wallis,
Charlie Lassiter; Elizabeth Jeffrey, Otis Lovins,,
Mavis McCamish, Prentice _Lassiter, Brawn
Tucker. Guy Billington and Carlbs Jones.
Another reference which was helpful was"The
i
ltory.of Calloway County" by DorOthy.and Kery Jennings. Further reference was t'A Citizen's
Guide. to Murray and Calloway County" published by the League Of Women Voters. Another
helpful publication Was "Center of Conflict" by
Hall Allen. Finally. The History. of Kentucky.
published in 1885, which was giyen to me by my
grandmother:Perhaps there are other sources of
information on Calloway County but since they
would probably differ from-those used, it may be
less confusing to stop here. At lest, for now.

COL. RICHARD CALLAWAY '

No doubt, you have driven around the Court
House Square many times, always intent on the
traffic, and probably not noticing the content of
the historical marker on the southeast corner of
the grounds. It was placed there by the Kentucky
Historical Society and Kentucky Department'of
Highways in 1965 and the inscription reads as
follows:
'Ccitinty named in 1822 for Col. Richard'
CallaNvay (that is correct - Callaway)who came
to Kentucky with Daniel Boone in 1776. One of th.p
founders of Boonesbdro, he-instilled confidence in
success among other settlers. In onq..year 1777 lie
was appointed Colonel of Militia. Justice of Peace,
elected a'Representatiye of Kentucky County in
Qi )1msemhly of_Virginta. KII-Ied-by3fi4iarts
at Boonesboro in -1780. County formed from
Hickman."

CALLOWAY'S FIRST HUNDRED YEARS
Yes, it's true — Calloway County,72nd of the 150
cqunties in Kentucky, was carved frpm Hickman
County but also from Marshall County in 1822 with

Community•••
(Cont'd from page 7)
Saturday,Jan. 12

Sunday,Jan.-13

The Murray Squar-ANaders will dance at 8
p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall.
——
Square and round
dancing with music by
Otis Elkins. and Band
will be from 7:30 to 11'
p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
—
StInday,Jan. 13
Alcoholics
Anonymous will have a
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
at the American Legion
Building. South Sixth
and Maple-Streets. For
information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
— ——
Second day of
American Quarter
Horse Association
Horse Show will start at
8 a.m:-at Livestock and
Exposition Center.
—— — —
Coffee .honoring the
first anniversary of the
pastorate of the Rev.
Thomas Schellingerhout
and his wife will follow
the 10:45 a.m..service at
First Presbyterian
Church.
————
Elders of First Christian Church will have a
breakfast at 8 a.m.-In

Fellowship Hall of
church.
———
.
Epiphany breakfast
for men and bays of St.
John's Episcopal
Church will be at 7 a.m.
with the Church Women
as hostesses.
————
The Rev. and Mrs.
Montell Paschall will be
honored at a reception
for 25th wedding a.nniversary from 2 to 4:30
p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
————

North...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Harding, Ann Paschall.
To/Wade Orr, Johnnie
Jones, Beth Hull. -the
Bev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and the Rev. and,
Mrs. Malcolm Norton.

\Nadt-slioro a tht• count.• srat. Twepty years later
Marshall County separated itself from Calloway
County an because Wadesboro svas no ldnger in
the ec.fitir of the.couirity M u'Toy 4'as tablishrd
as the new county seat.
The town Murray was named for Honorable
Thomas L.- Murray, member of Kentucky House
of Representatives and a lawyer by profession. In
fact, residents have always been interested in
politics, and as early as the 1X30s the following
offices were filled! Circuit Clerks and County
Clerks, County Judges and those'of'Criminal Court
? and COrnmon Pleas. Sheriffs.. Surveyors,
Assessors, Coroners. Jailers as well as Senators
and Representattees to the State House.
For the next hundred years or so. Murray was
a.victim ofjsolation even though the NC 8/ STL
Railroad linked Murray to the outside in'the lat-.
ter pareof the century. There were no paved roads
and there was only limited communicatiOn with
other states or
for that matter — with other
parts of Kentucky because of the barriers set up
by the.Ohio. Mississippi and Tennessee Rivers on
three Sides. Original Murray was an 80 acre plot
subdivided into 137 residential and business lots •
with eight streets — four running east and west
and four streets intersecting them and running
north'and south. Murray's earliest community
, was.Pool Town, located just south of the plar1ped
plot described above.
SCHOOLS
Education was intortant to our ancestors. An
early law of Kentucky specified that certain lands
be reserved for the "endowment of seminaries of
learning throughout the commonwealth and be exemptfrom taxation."-Seminary land of Calloway
County was sold about 1842 and from the proceeds
school buildings were erected at Murray and New
Concord, the latter. building destroyed by fire ten
years later.
The Murray School was a two-story brick struc---- tur
• e with four -class rooms. It.was completed in
1851 and functioned until 1870 at which time it was
sold by an Act of the State Legislature. In 1871,
the Murray Male SE Female Institute was
established by a stock company with funds from
•••
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RENTAL4SALES

CENTER

Does It
Movie Rentals $1.50
Tuesday & Thursdays
200

Mo -

7S3 8101

LOOK FOR THE RED TAGS AND SAVE
Hundreds of Unadvertised Price Cuts at
Radio Shadk Stores and Participating
Dealers

January
Clearance
Fashionable Phone for Home or Office

Programmable Stereo Cassette Deck

Trim-Fone' by Radio Shack

SCT-42 by Realistic's

33% Off
Save
$80

USE

Reg. 59.95

YOLiFt

Rade° Meek

Switchable Tone or Pulse•
Dialing for Use on Any Line

688

Adds style to your bedroom, den or anywhere you place it. Features one-button
touch-redial (pulse mode)for automatically
recalling last number dialed Contoured
handset. White, #41518,Brown, #43-519

Stereo Headphones
for Privacy

Wines'
Supplies(Jr

Heavy-Duty
Booster Cables
Fit side and top-post terminals 10 ga CC1010
QUANTITIES LIMITED

5R.
149

Qr Entire Stock of Uniform's
Reduced 20% or More
Sale -Ends- Fels:-2- - ---

PARKER'S UNIFORMS.
Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Nloyfiald, Ky., 42066
502-247-644S

4788

24.95

Peg. 69.95

Get yours at this remarkably
low price' Large elements and
oversize earpups for dramatic
full-range stereo sound with
uncommon comfort. Head
band is adjustable. 30-18,000
Hz response. #33-993

Goes Anywhere to Make Great-Sounding Recording;
Features switchabre auto-level for great-sounding voice recordings or
-musical recordings with wide dynamic range. Built-in mike and speaker.
#14-813 Batteries extra

3-Channel, 3-Watt
CB Walkie-Talkie

Half Price! Stock Up on
Cassette Recording Tape

TRC-214 by Realistic

By Realistic

Save $30
6995:3915

Reg
59.95

Stay in Touch Wherever You Go
Reliable communication is more affordable at Radio-Shack!Perfect for
camping, hiking or on the job. Squelch
control With Channel 14 -crystals.
#21-1637 Batteries additionai crystals extra

Portable Scanner Radio
Brings in the Action
PRO-23 by Realistic

33% Off

3995
Buy TWO and the
Third One is FREE

Cut 32%

Cut,40%

Chestnut St.
753-2571
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UNIFORM SALE

CTR-51 by Realistic

Nova'-40 by Realistic
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patronage- In Ih79 the C.\ 1.1,1A%
:\
peared with W.O. Wear - Editor and later it v.'as
combined with the MURRAY LEDGER 1,vhich
began in 1878 by Logan Curd and brother's . The
Ledger was later owned by 0. J. Jennings who
sold it to Joe T. Lovett in 192s. Lovett combined
the two papers under-The Ledger St Times. Later
it was sold to the Williams family and , Jim
Williams wasthepublisher. until he sold the paper
in 1973. Walt Apperson is now the evirtor-publisher
of The Murray Ledger and Times.
SURVIVAL
. So this is the land ot our ancestors — yours and
mine. In tact, there were so many catastrolihes
it is surprising that the town endured. A fire in 1575
leveled the west side of the Square and in 155-i a
fire on the east side destroyed property theri• The
Court House burned in 1906_,and the new-, 'unoc_cupied Bank of Murray met the same late In i9o3,
lamps were the only source Of lighting and there
was no fire-fighting equipment "xi ..pt bucket
brigades. On the positive Side, 'Murray had a
sewer system, a privately-owned electrk plant,
some sidewalks and telephones-before 1925 There
were two phone systems — ."Home''for local use
and "Cumberland" for long distance and It was
exciting to have a long distance (-alt. The people
. made the.town — not their facilities. How Murray
developed during the next60 years will he the sub-ject of another article.

411101•1=••••••••••••••111

- Save now on this versatile tape deck You can program the memory to play your favorite songs in the order you want, and skip over
any unwanted selections. Auto-reverse continuotisly playeor
recbrds ori both Sides of the tape without interruption. Logiccontrolled operation #14-628
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the-sale of the old seminary building Henry N old.
a 1846 graduate of Center College and my great
grandfather, was its first principal. This building
burfied in 1905 and ow:students were transferred
to the old Pants Factory on Poplar St.
As late as 1920. teachers had low pay, long hours
and Strenuous duties as part of the job but most
,moung teachers-considerest -themselves,lucky to
"have a scliool." Teachers needed certificates
to teach which were first issued by the County
School Superintendent ,and later by the State
Department of Education in Frankfort. On the last
Wednesday in July, teachers took exams covering 18 subjects.
The average salary in 1900 was $125.00 per year
and it increased to $364.00 per year. by 1918. Most
teachers supplemented income by other means —
farming, selling chicken and eggs or.doing odd
jobs. At least, teaching was an alternative to farm
life and, too, teachers were respected as the "fountain heard of knowledge."
CHURCHES
From -the beginning, people in this area were
devoted to religion. In 1885 there were a number
of churches in the county. The list includes 18
Methodist; 14 Missionary Baptist, 9 Christian, 5
Presbyterian and 4 Primitive Baptist churches.
The value of church property from the Auditor's
Report of 1885 is as follows: Baptists 54,575.
Methodists $2,775, Christian $3,915 and
Presbyterian $500. Church ham dinners were 25
cents and most social affeirs were planned around
quilting parties, barn raisings and-tobacco cutting
affairs. •
NEWSPAPERS
From the History of Kentucky, Published in
1885, some interesting facts have been obtained.
The first newspaper in Calloway County was THE
GENERAL BAPTIST BANNER.a religious sheet
published in 1857 by John Elliott who also publishefi.the INDF.PF.NtriF.NT(Int TR_TFR but each had
a short life span. Beginning in 1868, the MURRAY
GAZETTE, a political sheet, was published four
years before being sold and moved to Paris. TN,
Next was the MURRAY JOURNAL, begun in 1877
but it failed after five months for want of
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MSU parity. lifts Racers over Goys

Woodson advice
boosts Bronston
to new heights

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
CLARKSVILLE..Tenn.- - The Racer parity
continues to baffle ,opponents and, influence
seoreboards.
Wednesday's latest version of Murray State's
all-for-one and one-for-all basketball show produced a surprisingly easy. 86-69, victory - over

By JIM RECTOR _
- Sports Editor .
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. - If Crandall
Woodson ever decides to hang up his hat as
basketball trainer for Murray gtate and
open a piCactice in psychiatry, he'll have at
least one good client for a reference
Owen Bronston
Sounding more likle a prizefighter than a
basketball player after Wednesday's 86-69
victory over Austin Peay, Bronston said he
owed- his fine performance "to - my
Manager."
He also diplomatically included MSU
Coach Ron Greene and a few teammates as
people who- have helped him during histransition from. junior college to Division I
ball this season. But mostly he credited the
Murray trainer-for keeping him in good
•
graces with the Racer program.
Being the No.6 and sometimes No.7
player off the bench, Bronston has had a
toug„h time-accepting the role of a. Racer
reserve as nrikny juco stars often do.
"I felt _I stunild_helliaylng all-alon_g, but
Coath 'Greene ).- he's the boss," Said the
6-6 200-pound forward from Lees Junior
College in Jackson. KY.
• I think I'm as goodasathe five guys star,
ting now, but I've accepted my role now
and_l_irp goin,g_into7.the _game Mdth 'tam
ball' on my mind ... and giving the starters
a rest. I wasn't thinking that ivay until I
talked to Crandall I owe it all to him."
Bronston said.
In Monday's win over New Orleans,
Bronston had one massive, double-dunk for
hiT-Only two points of the'night and for the
season he was buried in the middle of the
Ra-c& statistics.
Against Austin Peay on Wednesday,
hOwever, he came off the benA to score a
season-high 16 points. hitting 7 of 8 from the
• floor, had an assik, two steals and two rebounds in 22 minutes of playing time.
The abrupt turnaround baffled Greene.
'.1--ditIn't know he-was- going to be -ready
to pixy - tonight., Whether -the- moon was.
right for him or-What. I'm not sure, but I'm
ladithippened,
'
' -Greene-said-.
What happened. in Bronston's opinion.
was change of attitude.
- "
- Crandall kept telling me to , practice
hard all week and that when my time came
(Continued on Pg.13)
)1.

TWIN TERRORS - The second half of the
Murray Slit-W:Austth- Peay Ofhe belonged
Racers Owen Bronston (32,left photo)and Wtedric
Macklin (20, above) as the duo combined for 28
points after intermission. Macklin ended up with
a season-high 22 points and Bronston had 16, also
Staff photos by Jim Rector
his season best.

Wildcats remain atop SEC by whipping Ole Miss
The Assodated Press
The Kentucky
Wildcats needed 20
minutes, but finally
unleashed Kenny
Walker to beet
Mississippi and remain
atop the Southeastern
Conference basketball
standings wit-h
Mississippi State,-which
held off Georgia with
'clutch free-throw
shooting
The SEC leaders
--boosted their -con-femme records to 34
Wednesday night, • Kentucky winning on the
road 57-45 and State notching a 65-64 decision at
home.

-In other conference ball away from Kenny
games, Louisiana State in the first half," said
continued to skid with a Kentucky coach Joe B.
79-67 loss to Alabama Hall. "The difference
.and. Tennessee beat was probably our switch
, to the man-to-man
Aubtirn 86-74.
Florida visits Vander- defense in the second
bilt tonight.'
half. That picked up our
,In Oxford, the Rebels tempo on both ends of
battled to an 18-18 the court."
halftime tie --With KenEric Laird scored 18
tucky,- holding -junior points- for Mississippi,
sensatioK.Walker to four 6-6 overall and 0-4 In the
points. But the 6-foot-8 SEC.
forward poured in 24 In
Mississippi State
the second half as Ken- needed five free throws
tittekY Wiled away itnli--inthelinal 42-seconds to
raised its overall record edgeeorgia. Chauncey,
to 8-4 after a 1-4 start.
Robinson sealed the
"They really stuck us game with two charity
defensively and did a tosses to give State a
good job of keeping the 65-62 lead wittr,four

seconds left. The points
became critical when
Georgia center Chad
Kessler sank a midcourt shot at the buzzer.
"Late-game free throwing has been a bit
sticky for us this year,"
said ,State Coach Bob
Boyd. "But I thought
tonight there was some
clutch free throw
shooting -in the game:"
Ken Harvey and Tony
Robinson each scored 16
for State, 7-5 overall.
Kessler had--141 points
for Georgia, 8-4 and 0-3.
Alabama's top scorer
was Terry Coner. with
22 points, but LouisianaState Coach Dale Brown
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tively, in the secondary
phase -in baseball's
winter free agent draft.
Todd Stottlemyre, 19,
from. Yakima-, Wash.,
•_ Valley. Junior College
pitcher Mel Stot- was selected by the St.
tlemyre, were the first Louis Cardinals. And
and third picks, respec- after- the Milwaukee
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Brewers chose Randy
Verei, a rikht-handed
pitcher from
Sacramento, Calif.,
Junior College. the
Houstori Astros
§-elected -Met Stottlemyre Jr., 21, who

1-2 0-0 2 Totals 33-66 3665
StPeay 32 Fouled out - None Rebounds - Murriay St 21 14;10484 at
Austin Peay 30 l('olson 13, Assists
Austin
- Murray St 21) Glass
Pray 14 /4torex 0, Total touts Murray St 11. Austin Pray 16 A 3.250
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Without the shift clock in the 0..VC this. season,
the Racers went to the Four-to-Score offense
which-Greene insists is run with the sole intention of scoring.
-It has never been intended as stailball," he
'insisted afterwards.'"It's-a--pressure offense."
Jackson, whose squad unsuccessfully tried to
combat the pressure attack, said, '•Yoatektwy‘• it's
coming. You try to matchup with them, but.we
didn't do that very well. The key is stopping the'
man in the middle and trying to keep him from
making the good passes. But Martin's a good
player in there and we couldn't stop him." , Saturday Murray continues its(WC schedule
with a home game against Akron at 7:30 p.m. in
Racer Arena:M(5)10y the Racers host- the other
half of the Ice Valley dues, Youngstown State,
,
also at 7:30 p.m.
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NEW YORK (AP)--Right-handed pitchers
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Two-pitchers chosen among top-three in draft
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Storm
Doors

Michael Brooks had 19
was talking about Crimson Tide center Bobby point,s_for the
Lee Hurt and forward Volunteers, 11-4 and 2-1.
Chris Morris scored 18
Buck Johnson after
LSU's defeat in for Auburn, 9-3 and 1-2.
Tuscaloosa.
Chuck Person was held
-The game was reaily to 13 points.
decided by the fact that
KENT'CM 1571 - Walker 9-16
10:14 28, Bennett 2-5 0-04, Bearup 2-4
we gave Hutt and 0-0
4. Blackmon 3-8 1-1 7. Harden 3-5
Johnson too many Se- 0.56. Byrd 0-0 0-0 0, Andrews 0-0 0-0
cond
e .shots at the' 0. Davender 0-1 0 2 0. McKinley 4.7
n
o0-1 0-0 0, Lock 0-2 0-00.
t
.
Maodo
0-0
.
1.nskui
' Brown gaith
u1
,
1 ,-1
. 7 57
o..1r
(4
45
t.,
alofrilt9
--Derrick Taylerhat23--- MIRSTssirri.
4-12 2-3 10. Ayers 1-11 0-2 2. Horne 0-2
points for LSU. 9-3 and 0-1
0, Coleman 1-4 6-0 2, E Laird 5-10
8-10 18. A Laird 3-3 0-0 6. Rdyster 3-6
3-2.
1.37, Robinson OA 0-00 Totals 17-49
Alabama moved to 11.1943
-10-3 and 2-2:
Halftime- -- -Kentorky 10.
Mississippi 18 Fouled out - Horne
Tennessee replaced Rebounds
- Kentucky 30 t Walker
LSU in third place by 12i. Mississippi 26 Royster 5)
Assists
Kentucky 12,Blackmon
overcoming an early Si, Mississ1ppk.8
(Coleman. A Laird
14-4 deficit to Auburn in Si Total fouls - Kentucky 22,
Mississippi 19 A - 5.479
Knoxville.
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host Austin Peay.
Shooting'72.6 percent from the field, including,
90.5 percent in the 'second half. the Racers
manhandled their first Ohio Valley Conference
opponent of the year and collected win No.299 for
head coach Ron Greene.
Greene's reaction to winning No.299 was a
.typical response after six and a half years with
the Racers.
He was just as happy with winning No.1 in the
conference as he Was with ithe 299 career
milestone.
When told of his team's 90.5 percent second
half shooting, his response revealed more of his
enjoyment with the victory.
, "Only 90,5? Well, I always strive for perfection
-- and it looks like I didn't get it _again,"
Then, with his tongue pranted firmly in his
cheek. Greene continued with a smile,"Hmmm.
I guess we'll have to work more on offensive
rebounding."
In -all, Greene's pleasure, and APSU Coach
Howard Jackson's displeasure, stenimed-from
the Racers: ability to play together.
Five players, including reserve'forward Owen
Bronston, scored in double figures for MSU. The
Racers, now 11-2,- prolte the season scoring
record which had previously been 78 points
against West Virginia Tech in the first game of
the season and set a new school shooting percentage mark.
Murray guard Zedric Macklin came one point
shy of tying the individual-mark for the season as
he hit 11.of 14 roe22-points, 18 of those corning in
the second half. Bronston, who scored 16, col-lected 10 after interminton.
Other Racers in double digits were Vada Martin with 16, canning 7 of 9 from the floor; Craig
Talley with 16, hitting 8 df 10 and getting 12 points
in the first half: and Chuck Glass,,who once
.again displayed his- multiple talents by-scoring 10
points, grabbing nine rebounds: making four
steals and erasing six turnovers with a _teamhigh eight assists.
After watching his team- fall to 5-7, Coach
Jackson lamented, "You can't really pinpoint
one player on Murray'steam and nail him down.
Murray doesn't have a big-star team like they
have had'in the past, but their balance the kind of team -coaches dream of having'.
-"When you think of the word 'team' that's the
way Murray played tonight."
The. Governors' team. effort was shackled
Wednesday without leading scorer Gerald ray
WM-was- sidelined Tuesoay in piactiCi_ wrth
sprained ankle. However, they did get a 29-poltit
performance out ,of forward James Colson who
hit 14 of 22 from the floor and -claimed 13
•
rebounds.
•
"We desperatVty needed (Gray out there
_tonight which,isn't- a position I like to be in."
Jackson said. "He might have given some zing to
nse in the second half when Murray pullour offense

_
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iusu 59
Childers changing lineup
after humbling OVC game
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By JIM RECTOR
dients of a good team freshman from
Sports Editor
that we didn't have Owensboro, was praised
CLARKSVILLE, tonight. They had for her inside play by
Tenn. - Bud Childers is quickness, desire, show- Childers, but she fouled
through being Mr. Nice ed a lot of poise ... you out with 14:22 remainGuy.
have to give all the ing after hitting four of
:National Basketball tssociation
From now on, the credit to them."
five shots from the field.
Lady Racers will be doMurray's glaring
"We're going to
National Basketball Assouabon
Phoenix
19 18
a
514
ing things differently, weakness was on the saerifice four or five inEASTERN CONFERENCE
Portland
141 20
444
L041
Atlantic Division
L A Clippers
he vowed Wednesday boards - at both ends - ches per player, but
16 21
432 II
Seattle
15it.
GB
15 22
406
10
night after his Murray as they were out- we're going to go with a
Boston
r
10-- it
Golden State
433
10 24
294 1355
Philadelphia
29 6
1129
State team was humbl- rebounded 46-37. MSU shorter, quicker lineup
Wednesday's Ganes
Washington
Flostdi ill Ctiicago 1011
90 15
571
ed 89-59 in its Ohio shot only 38.7 percent that • will get up and
New Jersey
-Philadelphia l'1.15 Detroit tic
16 70
444 14
New York
Valley Conference from the floor, mainly down the flqpr.
Milwaukee 1014 Indiana 105
13 25
342
Of
Central Orviimon
Denver id. New York 95
opener at Austin Peay.
because of ineffective course, that's the way
Milwaukee
Ptinentx 94 Seattle 60"
24 14
4182
"We've done so much offensive board play.
Itetroll
IS 16
543
315
. Thwadey'S Games
I've always liked to play
Chicago
•
is
17
4k4
51
5
at Kansas,city
for this team ... proLady Governor center anyway," Childer§
Atlanta
Seattle at :olden State 15 20
+29
715
•
moting them, trying to Tonita Cannon led both pointed out. "We may
Indiana
'1020
'
24+6 1215
1'tan.44.-A-.1.akers
Cleveland
.
9
251
23
•
12
Friday's
cismes
improve the image ... teams with 17 points have to fabricate some
WESTERN CONFERENCE
naci,turigiun at Boston
but they haven't given plus seven rebounds; quickness, but we're not
Midwest Division
Atlanta at Nevi Jersey •
Houston
Houston at 11h1ladelplua 1= •
•
anything in return. Davis, a 5-10 forward, going to look as
21 14
600
bad as
Denver
5.3
Indiana at Detroit
21 15
We're' not as bad- a added 14 points and led We did tonight."
Dallas
New York at ('ho ago
329
215
tlah
basketball team as what everyone w.ith 1,0
17 IV
472
A Laker,. 0t Dallas
San Antonio
16 19
457
Portland at San-Antonio
we showed tonight," rebounds.
Kansas City
13 21
After returning to
715
152
Cleveland at Milwaukee
Childers said.
Paabc Division •
Kansas City at I senver
"We're constantly Murray, Childers vowed
L.A. Lakers
61.6
24 II
1: A clippers at Phoenix
"And," he added, getting whipped on the his team would
conduct
"there will be a dif- boards," the MSU.coach a pract
ice to
ferent team that takes observed. "We've given. "straighten
College Basketball Scores
some things'
The floor the next time our big kids a chance, out." MSU
has lost four
Tr -Chattanisig. n1 V; Carotin.
41.99 Wisconsin MS
College Basketball
we play."
but obviously they straight games,seven of
69
Orno t' 75 Cent Michigan 66 Wednesdays Games
Wednesday the Lady aren't Division I Its' last
Webber 99 Pur -Calumet ivi
SOUTHWEST
EAST
eight, while
Arkansas 07 Texas Christian 59
MIDWEST
Bucknell 69. Hotstra 54
Racers became victim caliber. Our guards are plummet
.
Houston
ting to 5-7
Akron
83
iai
Texas Tech 71
Edinboro
St
60
Canialus 71. Cornell 54
No.11 to the Lady. playing well, but what overall.
*flail St al 16 Michigan 75
Southern Methodist 95 Baylor ea
Drexel 93. Towson St 76
Chicago St 114, Southern I' 43
Texas 55. rim, 53
'1
Li Salle 95, Fairfield 99
Governors, who have they do is worthless if
Tonight the Murray
11111100. St 7k S Illinois 63
Texas AIM 77 Marquette 69
Lehigh 68. Lafayette 65
lost only once this year we keep giving up se- women host
boa
Detroit
07
62,
Texas-San
OT
Northeastern
Antonin
94,
Maine
60 New
70
East TenKansas St kl 9. Washington 43
10:leans 54
Providence.79, COruiecticut 66
under first-year coach cond and third shots nessee State in
a 7:30
Miami d111056. Bowling Green 50 -111159 160 011411orita 55-1
0 Alen* 67,.,31. Francis.ITT 80
Marvin Williams who, every time."
Missouri 70 N Iowa 56
FAR WEST
game. Saturday they
SOUTH
N
fill/lois 66 I Michigan 63 OT - Freino 91 77 lc' /rytne 66
coincidentally, coached
Alabanta
79,
L,oulatana•St
67
Only Lynnette host OVC foe Akron, at 5
Nebraska di Wis Stevens Pt 62
Oregon 141 Si. Orego0 54
Duke 87. E Carolina 63
against Childers, in the Hayden, a 5-11 p.m. in Racer
Florida AIM Si. Augusta Coll 76
Arena.
Tennessee Junior ColKentucky 57, Mississippi 45
Lamar
75, afteahall 67
lege Athletic AssociaCollege Football
Louisville 52, Tulane 51
tion a few years ago.
Memphis St. 90, Tennessee St57
Misaissippl St. W. Georgia 54
College Football
Senior Bowl
In the first half both
Murray St 86. Austin Peay 69
Bowl Ganges At A Glance
Al Mobile Ala
teams played on an even
N Carolina 75. Maryland 74
Saturday Jan 12
9 Carolina 79...Hartford 67
Freedom Classic
keel with Murray State
9. Florida 56, Florida St 54
Al Atlanta
Sunday Jan 13
leading three times by
•Stetson 71. Brown 68
NI.
Ricoh Japan Bowl
three points and APSU
Tennessee 86. Auburn 74
At Yokohama Japan
LOUISVILLE, Ky. lected 18 points apiece
leading, by as much as (AP) - Louisville's and
scored all but eight
five twice. Then Austin 6-foot-10 sophotnore of
Louisville's secondVay's Amy Davis hit-a center Barry Sumpter
half points.
South 12th Street
Southside Centet
seven-foOterAo put her blocked a last-second • Louisville
upped its
team ahead 28-26 and shot by Ernest record to
8-4 in its conthings began to go Aughburns and foiled an ference
opener. Tulane
downhill for the Lady attempted follow by fell
to 7-6 and 0-2.
Racers.
David Dominique as the Louisville has won all 18
By halftime Childers .Cardinals held on for a contests
against Tulane.
players were behind 52-51 victory over
John Williams led-,
37-32 and 10 minutes into Tulane Wednesday.
Tulane with 17, while
the second half they
The flurry in the final Dominique finished with
were down 60-40.
seconds produced a 10.
Childers said, "Austin Metro Conference openLouisville shot 61.9
Peay had all the ingre- ing victory for the host percent
from the field in
Cardinals who trailed the second half and 48.9
by as much as 13 during percent for the game.
the game.
Tulane managed only
Junior guard Jeff Hall 23.8 percent from the
and senior forward field in the second half
Murray, Ky.
U.S. 6415.
(502)-753-0595
Manuel Forrest, both to finish 38.8 percent for
whelming choice.
"Business
Good"
Is
Hove
"We
A Winning Team -Quality, Quantity Price"
back
from injuries, col- the game.
Lewis will receive the
L.
award at the Tampa
Sports Club banquet at
Tampa, Fla., Feb. 21.
Mary Lou Retton, the
heroine of the United
States women's Olympic gymnastics team
and The AP's Female
Athlete of the Year for
1984, wW bg honored at
the same banquet.
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Sumpter blocks shot,
Cardinals win, 52-51

It
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753-8971
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Oil Change
Lube &Filter...
:
Expires
ONLY
January 14, 19851
Includes up to 5 qts-oil. Diesel and
special filters extra. We also check tire
pressure, fluid levels and brakes.
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TOP SHOT -.Mina Todd (shooting) continues
to lead the Murray State Lady Racers in scoring
this season. Going into Wednesday night's game
the MSU co-captain was averaging 12.5 points per
game. She got 14 in the 89-59 loss to host Austin
Peay.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Rudolph Goodyear

Lewis, Retton to be honored
'NEW YORK (API Now, Carl Lewis says.
"It's time to go out and
have some fun this
year."
"Last year, there was
tt,lot of preparation, a
lot of pressure, a lot of
tension," Lewis said,
referring to the 1984 Los,
Angeles Olympics.
Despite all those concerns, Lewis was ready
for the quadriennial
Games.
•
He was entered in four
events - and he won
them all.
That accomplishment'
not only enabled him to
match the late Jesse
Owens' modern-day
Olympic track and field
record for golds, but it
helped earn Lewis The
Associated Press' Male
Athlete of the Year

Bronston
advice ...
(Cont.from Page 12)
Coach (Greene) would
give me a shot. Tonight
he did and I did my best.
Going in for Vada (Martin), Craig (Talley) or
(Mike) Lahm, I realize
I've got, some big
responsibilities. But I'4n
adjusting to my role on
the team.
'
Said Woodson, whose
job encompasses .more
than just wrapping
ankles and making sure
the team gets where it's
going on time, "I didn't
do anything, really.
(Bronston) wasn't down
on himself, but his
direction ... well, it was
a little off course. I'd
say he was idling when
he should have been going all-out."
"
Woodson's forte isn't
• counseling per se, but
having worked with the
Racers as head trainer
the pee four years he's
become quite familiar
with Greene's coaching
style and philosophy.
And although he's a
trained paramedic and
ark_jdvanced cardiac.,
life support instructor,,
Woodson can appreciate
the value of a little mental medicine' at times.
. And so can Bronston.

award, which was announced Wednesday.
It was the second successive year that head
.13.
won the award - "only
the third athlete to
receive it two consecutive years. The
others were golfer
Byron Nelson in 1944-45
and tennis player Don
Budge in 1937-38.
Lewis was an over-

GOODIWAR
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LOCAL TRADE INS & BRASS HAT CARS
BARGAIN PRICED
. "GREATLY REDUCED"
- 1984 Chevrolet ('amero Convertible, loaded
with equipment. only 2,000 one owner miles.
Clean as new & one of a kind.
1984 Oldsmobile Toronado, loaded with 6,000
actual one owner miles. Clean as new.
•
1983 Oldsmoblivi)Itlass Brougham Coupe,
well equipt, lo •ne owner mileage, sharp.
1982 Oldsmobile 98 Regency,4 door, loaded;
low mileage, sharp.
•
1982 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, loaded, one
owner, "Sharp as a Briar"
1982 Buick Park Avenue, 4 door, one oWner,
local, loaded, sharp.
1981 Chevrolet Citatitm. 5 door, one owner
lOcal, low mileage, -sharp.
1981 Chevrolet Chevette. 4 door, local one
owner, low mileage.
1981 Oldsmobile 98 Regency,4 door, local one
owner, loaded, low mileage, "Slick as a hounds
tooth"
1980 Pontiac Gran Prix L.J., loaded, low
mileage, local "It's a honey"
1980 Oldsmobile Omega,2 door, low mileage.
one owner, local, "Preacher's Special"
1980 Buick Skylark, 4 door, It's a Limited &
Sharp, one owner.
1979 Pontiac Phoenix,*boor, local one owner,
sharp
1979 Ford LTD,4 door, local Tennessee car.
one owner sharp.
-1977 Ford LTD, 2 door, local & nice. ,
1978 Dodge Aspen Station Wagon, local, nice.
(Low Financing Available on All Models)
.
BRASS HAT 84 MODELS
8404 84 Buick LeSabre 4 Door
B442 Se4 Buick Regal Gran National Coupe
8429 44 Buick Regal 4 Door
C416 44 Cadillac Cimmaron 4 Door
C4I1 84 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
V403 144 Chevrolet Conversion Van
0454 84 Oldsmobile Cutlass tient 4 Door
P428 84 Pontale Bonneville 4 Door
These 84 Mode;ls have new car warrantie.s and
qualify The sales tax sa-vings, also tit-Ley are
Greatly Reduced for quick sale.

AllSeason Radials
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Sire

Whitewsii
Size

SALE
PAiCE

P165,- 75R 13
P915.751113
P1 75/60R13
P185/65604
P175. 751114
P185,,751114

$52.50
$55.40
$5640
$62.50
$57_60
$62.20

P195% 75R14
P205,75R14
P195-,75R45
P215,75605
P225. 75R15.
P235/75605

*65.10
966.90
$6740
974 60
$7810
$91 70
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$5200

$67-90
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$69 90
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72 90
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EVERYDAY LOW PRICES FOR THESE MID-WINTER
BUYS!
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Import Car Radials

Eagle ST Radial

Power Streak II
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EMI SW lire
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QUICK CREDIT

"

FROM CITIBANKo
For Goodyear Tires And Service
Credit card COMMInien019 for automotive ne•da.- Pick tap eft application nOW at your
nearby Goodyear retailer. •
- • Use The Silver Card nationwide at participating Goodyear retail Outlets
• You may also use these Other ways to buy American EsprelliScarte Blanthe
Diners CI,it,. MasterCard Visa
Lallortep
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Arriva Radial
Whaawati

See Jim Suitor, Mary Watson, Joel Russom.
Jerry Henry a Wells Purdem, Jr.
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Steel Belted Radials
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Murray, Ky.

"Business Is Good"
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(302) 753-0593
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Dan Todd Harrison.a sophomore majoring in radioNEN LIEI TE:N ANT
TS at -Mortals State University. was recently commissioned a,2LT in the Kentucks National Guard. under the early commissioning provisions of the
(
(ROTC) program.The son of
niversity's Reser% e Officers' Training Corps.
Mr. and Mrs. Dannie Harrison. Alnio. 2LT Harrison is assigned to the 614
MP Company of,theK
6.-located in Murray. He will drill with the unit
one vi eekend per month, while completing requirements for his B.S. degree,
'which he wit' receive in May. 1986. Shown pinning on the 2LT Bars are (left)
his Nlother and (right, his fiance', Jill Lewandowski, a junior engineering
phs secs major •aLNISIL, from Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

NEN LIEUTENANT - Douglas H. Bendy, a sophomore majoring in
recreaticin at Murray State rniversity. was recently commissioned a 2LT in
the Kentucky National (wpard, under the early commissioning provisions of
the L ni% ersity's Reserve Officers' Training CorpsIHOTC) program-The sint
of Ms. Ann Eubanks Bendy. Benton. and Mr. Robert Bendy, Lookout Mountain. Tnii.lLT HendyIS assigned to ConiliiiitY C Of the-123d Armor of the
KA; NG. located an Madisonville. He will drillwith the unit one weekend per
month, while completing- requirements for his B.S. degree, which he will
re.cei%e in May. 1986. Shown pinning on the 2LT Bars are his Mother-and his
••
brothers.

'OE
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and eternal life. Whereas
hunger' returns to those
who _partake of natural
bread, those who partake
of the living' bread, or

-

FROM NOW ON
LET ME DO THE
GROCERY
544OPPING ,
OK. NANCY 7-

\

ARE
*!_:„ 3EET.E 2 k

_

missive to it. Let us
never permit Satan to
beguile .
us
by

LOOK, klEXT TIME

YOL1 CAN'T MAKel-r
SEs117 A.SLISSTITVTE

_

2

Cali 753 3711

-

WE TAKE
THE CAKE

Now You Can
Have Your Very
Own Satellite
System At An
Affordable Price!
Systems Starting
At $950.00
Call 759-4078
or 753-7765
gTORM windows, stock
sizes $21.25 ea. MidSouth Wholesale
Building: 342 East
Washkigton;-Paris; 6422552.
Wanted anything you
need to sell I will sell it for
you. C&J Consignment.
1417 Olive, 759-4194.

YOGA

I KNEWA KIP WHO
WA5 50 SKINNY.,

ALL HE COOLPTAILAR
WA$ A HAT

GuNFoRE,.
EAPLOSION,
FIND OUT
WHAT'5
e0IN6
ON.

PUT YOUR GUN AMY,COLONEL.
THt5 15 MY-FRIEND MR.WALKER.*
M.
rye EXPECT 0 HW

8000

ditioi
Also,
10
Call?

rAlr

-gOara
series
60 rr
$37.99
duty

Plus

Production
Bonus

guari

chant
ware,

New distributing company in Kentucky has 16-18 immediatebpenings.in
the display and merchandising department. These are
DeffT1400111,.full time
positions
with
realistic advancerrient oppdrtunities.
We offer factory
44
•
training -and many
benefits'. We. are
part of a large- na.tionalconcern. Must
be available for immediate full time
employment. No experience necessary.
For interview call
443-9100.

1/2 Price FABRIC
sale. Wool blends 60"
wide. Murray Sewing
Center, Bel „Air Center,
Murray, Ky.
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

WElfl

7200
BTU'
BTU'
Hardy

trr-

glass
Mid S
342 E
Paris;
DIR-1
You hi
437-482
Ikrrn
mens

6. Help Wanted
2 JOBS dvallable in the
Calloway
ounly
J.T.P.A. out of school.
program. Call 753-9378
weekday mornings. You
may qualify if: (1) you
are unemployed. (2)
you do not have GED or
high school diploma, (3)
you are between 16 & 22
years,
- dd. EOE.
AIRLINES now hiring.
Res
.ervationists,
9. Situation Wanted '
stewardesses and
WILL do babysitting in
ground crew positions
my home any shift.
available. Call 1-(619). Have references. Call
569-6315 -for details. 24
759-4803.
hrs.
WILL do evening
'DENTAL receptionbabysitting. Call 759estassiatant. Experience
4866 after 5p.m.
helpft$1 not necessary. 3
de house cleandays a week. Send reing. 7 years experience.
sume to P.O. Box 1040 K.
Dependable: ReMurray Ky 42071.
-ferences. Call 474-2292.
FEDERAL, state &
civil service Jobs - - WiLL do office clean- ing. 7 years experience.
available. Call 1-(619)
Dependable. Re569-8304 for info. 24 hrs.
ferences. Call 474-2292.
FRESH start! Texas
Refinery Corp. offers
opportunity for high
14. Want to Buy
income plus cash
bonuses.and fringe beWANTED, raw furs.
nefits in Murray' area,Owen McCtelion.
Regardless of past exPolaski, Ill. 1.618-342perience or training,
6316.
write H.G. Sears, Pres.,
WANT to buy used
Box 711, Ft. Worth TX
phioo, not :too expen76101. sive. Call 753-4173.
LEGAL secretary.
15. Articles for Sale
Knowledge in word
4
PIECE bedroom set.
processing machines
Excellent condition,
required. Experience
$300. Call 436-2106.
helpfuli. Salary cornmensuratt with skill
5-GAL. roof coatingand qualification. Send
non-fiber: or_.
resume to-, Murray
plastic cement, $10.95
Ledger & Times."' P.O.
ea. Mid-South WholesBox 1040-P.
' ale Building; 342 East
..
Washington; Paris; 64214ERCURY outblfard
2552.
mechanic wanted. Experience required. ExBRAND new
entley
cellent pay & benefits.
35mm camera. $50. Call
Call 901-584.7880.
753-9642 after 6 .m.
erTEXAS oil co. needs
or doors, $5.00 and up.
mature person for short
Mid-South Wholesale
trips surrounding
Building; 342 East
Murray. Contact
Washington: Parts, 642customers. We train.
2552.
Write P.Q. Dickerson,
REFRIGERATOR ,
Pres., Southwestern
• excellent condition.
Petroleum, Box 789. Ft.
$150. Can be seen at 1407
Worth. Tx. 76101.
Henry St. 753-5387 after

Lose Weight
Quickly &
Safely
100% Natural
100%
Guaranteed
Call 753-7863

For Yourself.
Call BIBLE CALL

759-4444
Children's Tape
759-4445

Call

1Da m
SEA

firewoi
tree t
jog,
shru
753-547,
SEAS(
oak,
hardy
deliver
ricks.
753-0331

Fl

t

High

train
Sala:
Care
Edut
Casti

MR
SAL.

TRAC
1305 I
Rubbo
1767
Weigh
18791
Weigh
2756 h
U1011
11997.
Hitche

log.'

4p.m.

CHECK YOUR AD

33 Wandered
35 Wooden pins
37 Prink

1 Sedate '
6Passageway38 Not distinct
11 Bed canopy
40 Soaks, as flax
13 Smaller
42 Harvest
14 Printer's
goddess
measure
43 Thick soup
15 Seamen
45 Follows
17 Physician: abbr.
Fri.
18 Suitable -46 Therefore
20 Bellows
-----47 Fell back
21 The self
49-Symbol for
22 Meadows
tantalum
24 Gratuity
50 Stoat
25 Hebrew
52 Click beetle
measure
54 Stalks
26 Tears
55 Winter vehicles
28 List -DONK
30-Shakespearian
kinp
1 Take
32 District-inunlawfully
Germany
2 Assuagli

Desks, files, chairs,
folding tables, etc.

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah, Ky

753-1916

442-4302

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SPAS
RAB
R AG
A
T IR
.
CS A
El
C A R
rvi E 0
RECK
T

A

rvi

N.\
El
0
A

3 Equally
4 Possessive
pronoun
5 Loved one
6 Ventilates

A

Of A K
Boom
COMB
bean 5.
Floatin
U0193:
Corn A
Planck
ber, Sh
TRUCI4
Work in
Tender
9 00-20
Eighty
Ton w
600 Gra
CONST
Dozer.
Under I
Been C
Painted
• Caters
Caterpil
Winch,
5188. "r
et, 70' L
• Everar
Yard Ca
20 Ton
Ply Tire'
FIELD E
Planter,
w All Ne
Fold Dia
.Hyd. Fol
Do-All, •
Do-Alla
Gauge IA
Rolling F
Semi Phc
6' 3 Poin
tom Plow
100 Bala
ons • Tv
Tanks &
600 disk
Trailer
THERE

OFFICE
FURNITURE

Advertisers are requested to check the rn
first insertion of ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only ONE INCORRECT INSERTION.
Kny error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made. CHECK
YOUR AD carefuHy and notify The
Classifiqd Advertising' Department imzmediatelyin case of an error... _

EMI

-E
RA
R A
A
A M EIS
A TEM
7 Those holding
Wit°,
for
8
''yes"
9 Bookkeeper's

'Danish
record

16 Mistake
12 Disturbance
13 Deep sleep
16 Den
19 Clothesmakers
21 Comes into view
23 Talk
25 Not the Same
27 Everybody's
uncle

MAYBE 1 CAN
HELP_ YOU.

24.

wriL

Strengthening
Stretching
Relaxation
8 Weeks-S40
Starts Jan. 15th
435-4261

1/2 PRICE pattern
sale. Simplicity, Butterick, McCall, Vogue
patterns, entire stock
1/2 price with purchase of fabric for
LAKE JUNALUSKA, same. Murray Sewing
N.C. (AP) - Former Center, Bel Air Center,
Murray. Ky.
U.S. President Carter
has been chosen by tile Do Something Nice

ACROSS

Help Wanted

MEN &
WOMEN
S710 To Start

Olds Pont Cad Buick

Fruit Baskets shopped nationwide. Gorille-Gr.
a ma.
Balloon Bouquets. Rent-AClown or Monkey, Cake57
Fre* Delivery. VISA & MC.
753-9280

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

tk-

6

Notice

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

Carter wins
peace award

World Methodist Council for its international
Peace Award for 1985,
the first American
citizen so honored.
The award, given
periodically by the
council of Methodist and
Methodist.ulpted churchesin 90 cduntries, is,to
he ,presented March 13
at Emory University in
Atlanta by retired
United Methodist
Bishop William R.
Cannon.
The award laid year
went to Tai Young-lee of
Seoul, South Korea,- a
woman lawyer, for
championing the cause
of women and the poor.

,
r, is

Notice

•
John 6:41-54
Inasmuch as-the Jews

subiTituTinTgsee.ienTiTent, - sensation or Christ, shall never something for the will of
hunker. Christ is ade- the Lord.
quate for every need of
the believer.

(

E"

2

thought of Cbrist Jesus
merely as one who had
grown up in their midst,
it is not surprising that
they rejected His claim
that He had come down
from heaven. HOwever,
their denial of Christ's
statement did not change
the truthfulness of it in
the least. Their minds
Were simply'closed to4he
truth which they did not
want to comprehend.
Christ explained that
became wild with enthusiasm . and quickly only those whom the
and impulsively decided Father draws would
that they would proclaim come to the Son_ It is
Christ as their king.. good to know that all who
Their intention was so believe on Christ will
unwelcome to Christ that come to Him, and to
he determined to thwart them He will give satisby fying and eternal life.
their
purpose
withdrawing from their Christ gave the blessed,
midst.
• assurance-that there was
and is one thing which
• : John 6:35
Knowing that the He will never do, namebread" of earth which ly, cast out any soul who
those people were ciesir- comes to Him in simple
ing only met their 'trust and dependence.
physical needs tem- Furthermore, spiritual
porarily, but that the sustenance must be apbread of heaven,- or propriated by faith.
The Father arid the
Christ.whbm they sorely needed, could meet Son both- gave sacrificialand satisfy their spiritual ly so that human beings
and eternal needs. Christ Tight have spiritual and
frankly and emphatical- everla-sting-lffe. And peol
ly stated: "I am the pie are asked and invited
_ bread of life," meaning- to receive the gift. In the
the bread which God sent will of God IS a plan for
don from heaven. Thus the life-of every believer,
Christ informed them and we shall reach oiir
that God was present highest joy a,nd greatest
with them to feed them usefulness only as we
with the - bread from discover His)will and liveheaven, and thatall,who in accordance with it.
might partake thereof His will for us is always
would beoome.the_reci- right, safe and best Let
pients of real, satisfying us daily strive to be sub-

ONLY IF I WANT TO 60
9156015EP AS A PANDELION

'LL, PROBABLY PAVE
TO DRE55 OF AND
MAYBE ECE-r•I CI4ANGE
MY 1-IAliZ ST'r LE
-v

Christ's miracle of
feeding the five thousand
men, in addition to the
numerous women and
children, from the five
foaves and two fishesilad
a profound effett upon
those who observed it.
GraTified and excited by
remarkable
that
demonstration of divine
power,and thinking that
their problem of food
supply
was solved
-perfectly
and
permanently, the people

C

CLASSIFIED ADVEti iSLMEN1S

sunday school
lesson
'by h.c. chiles

MENA
MEM
EMINOMM NS
NM UMMMEMIN NM
MOM MEM= MEM
MINIM MEM WM=
MIME MEM=
34 Extremely
MEM MIa...
terrible
Declared
=MEM NEM 3637 Puts
forth
MOM MEM NEM 39 Ancient
MEM u.... •• 3 Writes
MN MMEMMOIN MN
MIME= MEN=
WM=
NMI=
31 Degrade
33 Rumor

Persian
41 Asterisks

4-4,porder
48 Pigeon pea
51 Coroner abbr
53 Symbol for
tellurium

19. Farm Equipment
rtIG part-lime income!!
Major steel building
company is seeking a
part-time dealer in your
arba to sell our pre- engineered s-teel
-

'

buildings and relatedproducts. Refundable
deposit required. Call
Mike King at 1-800-6245784 for details.
FORD 3000 'diesel tractor, 5 ft. mower, - Made
disc, boom pole. $4000.
Call 474-8091.
'

20. SpOrtt Equipment
f4 _somernmenf
model .223 rifle, two
- clips, 100 rounds, new.
condition, reasonable_
but firm price. 436-5806.
PADUCAH Gunshow.,
Sat-Sun 10-5. Jaycee
Civic Center. Gun door
prize. McCann
Gunshows.
22. Musical
LEAD guitarist needed
immediately for band
Show Down. Steady
lobs,Cs.11 759-1799.

Mr Joh
Farmer
Retire L
Oper
ored To
High CI
Equipm
Years A
tamed'
17 1985
lion Alt
Mi b-no•

24 Miscellaneous
1x10 CHANEL Rustic
cedar siding, $24 per
hundred. Kashway
Mu- Mat.. 3 mt. N. of
Benton on hwy. 641
5274466.
/4142-..tra- SHELVING:
Ideal for cabinets, trim,
tader boxes, $35 per
hundred. Kashway
mit met 3
Benton on hwy. 641,
5 27-1 486. Delivery
available.
02 1 / 2' x 4'x 8
SHEETROCK• $4.25;
1/2"x4'x12*- 66.25. Mid-

COW
-Don't

king
Loeder

Mr. Jon
---

A

Et.0 tiding, 342 East
Washington; Paris; 642.
2552.
45 A rick for oak &
hickory firewood. gall
474-2329

•I,

•
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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hift.
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24. Miscellaneous

24. Miscellaneous

27:MobileHomes ler 4ele

8000 B.T.U. aircon
ditioner (Frigidare).
Also, ,brand new•Murray
10 speed bicycle.
Call 759-4707.
CAR batteries 36 mos.
"guarantee, 22, 2/, 72, 74
series, $27.99 exchange.
60 mos. guarantee,
$37.99 exchange. Heavy
duty 27 series, 60 mos.
guarantee, $39.99 ex
change. Wallin Hardware, Paris, Tn.
KEROSENE \ heaters;
7200 BTU's $44.99, 9500
BTU's $49.99, 12,300
BTU's $59.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.

SEASONED 8 half
seasoned oak firewood
for sale. Minimum order, 2 ricks. Call 4362587.
SOLID Railroad Ties, 56
and up. 753 2905 or
435 4343 or 435-4319.

12x65 2 BED!tObM, 2
acres & barn. 1 mile
north of Murray. Call
753-4588 or 753-7637.
14x70 WINSTON 2 BR, 2
bath, 12x20 added on
den. Kitchen has. all
wood cabinets, double
oven, counter top range.
House beautifully decorated, brick foundation, on 1/2 acre lot
near Hardin. Must see
to appreciate. Call 4374606.

GET your screen and
glass repair done at
Mid South Wholesale;
342 East Washington;
Paris; 642-2552.
OAK & hickory firewood.
You haul, $20 a rick. Call
4374829.
REFRIGERATORS &
mens clothes for sale.
Call-159 4194 between
10a.m. 7p.m.
SEASONED oak
firewood. Also will do
tree trimming, remov•
ing, and shaping
shrubbery. Call
753-5476
SEASONED firewood oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.

SHOWTIME

Movie
Rental; located in- Bob's
Comic Shop, 100-A,, N.
6th St.

25. Business Services

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

THURSDAY, JANUARY 17, 1985
10:00 A.14 -REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

:MR. & MRS. JOHN GREENWELL-OWNERS
CAIRO, ILLINOIS
SALE LOCATION: From The Cairo, III. West Side,
Interstate 57 Exit #1, Take Hwy. 3
- North 3 Miles To The First Paved Road.
Proceed To Sale Sit.!! SIGNS POSTED!!
FROM THE LONG RED LINE
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TRACTORS-Versatile 850. CIA, Cummins Engine.
1305 Hours, 3 Point Hitch, 3 Hyd. Valves, 30.5-32
111
Rubber. SN 850050410."Super Nice" • INC 1586.
CIA.
1767 Hours. TA, PTO. 20.8x38 R1 Duals, 3 Hyd. Valves,
Weights. SNU013166. "Real Nice" • INC 1586. CIA,
1879 Hours, TA, PTO. 20.8x38 RI Duals. 3 Hyd. Valves,
Weights. SN U013384, "Real Nice" • INC 674 Diesel.
2756 Hours, Roll Canopy, 2 Hyd Valves, Weights, SN
U101176: 'Real Nice" • INC 806 Diesel. TA,3 Point,
SN
11997, "Real Good" • Two-IHC 560 Gas. TA. Live
PTO,
hatches, SW'55346, 55354. "So Nice Seeing Is Believing"•INC 460 Gas. TA. Live PTO. Hitch. SN 31540.
"One
Of A Kind" • INC 800 Hy Cycle Hydrostatic Sprayer.
40'
Booms.SN 567,''Real Nice".
COMBINES-01C 815 Hydrostatic Diesel Corn Ang
Soybean Special, CIA, 1037 Hours, 810-17.5' Ptatfor'rn w
Floating Cutter Bar; Chopper, 23.1-26 Rubber.
SN
U019325, "Super Nice" • INC 815 Hydrostatic Diesel
Corn And Soybean Special. CIA,840 Hours, 810-17.5'
Platform w Floating Cutter Bar. Chopper, 23.1-26
Rubber. SN UO19424."Super Nice"
TRUCKS-1980 International 5-1800, 404 Engine,
Working Five Transmission, Electric Over Hydraulic
Tandem Axle, 20' Grain Bed And Hoist, w Tip Toppers,
9.00-20 Rubber w Spoke Wheels, Four Thousand
Eighty Five Miles, "Show Room Sharp" • 1966 GMC
2
Ton w 'Grain Bed,2Speed."Good Truck"• 1964 Ford
F600 Grain Truck,2 Speed. r •
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT - Caterpillar D6B
Dozer, Hyd, Blade. Electric Start. Canopy, Perfect
Under Carriage. Bought New In 1963 And Has
Never
Been Off The Greenwell Farm, 2700 Actual HOUrs,
Painted Last Month, SN 44A5940,"A Real Creme Puff"
• Caterpillar 112 Grader, SN 3U142. "Runs Good"
•
Catorrittlir D7-17A Dozer, Canopy. Electric Start,
Rear
Winch,Good Under Carriage, Na4 Paint Last Month,
SN
5188."Good Machine"• Pacific Land Leveler, 13'
Bucket, 70' Length • Rome 10' Off Set Disc w Good
Blades
• Eversman 650 Dirt Pan w Front Steering Dollies,
6.5
Yard Capacity."LikiNew"•Birmingham 817 TTR
Hitch
20 Ton 20' TM Top Trailer, Tandem Axles w 8.25'15-1
2
Ply Tires. **Like New"• Amco PTO 3Point Ditcher.
FIELD EQUIPMENT-John Deere 7000-8 Row
NI"
Planter."Real Nice"• Two-IHC 500 15'-9" Cutting
Disc
w All New Front Blades,"Real Nice"•INC 490-32'
Hyd.
Fold Disc w Harrow. "Real Nice" • Two-INC 475. 21'
Hyd. Fold Disc, "Real Nice" • Forrest City 26' Hyd.
Fold
Do-All, "Like New"• Two-Forrest City 6 Row Hyd.
Fold
Do-Alla • Two-INC 15 Tine 3 Point Chisel Pleats
itri
Gauge Wheels • Three INC 8 Row Narrow Cultivators w
Rolling Fenders. End Transports• Two-INC 560- 5:16"
Semi Plows • INC 311 - 6' 3 Point Rotary Cutter
• Ford
6'3Point Rotary Cutter • Two-INC 412 Fast Hitch 4 Bottom Plows • INC 18 Hole Drill • INC 310 Rotary Hoe
• INC
100 Balance Mower ver Bar • Six-4 Wheel Farm Wagons • Two Sets- SIN 400 Gallon Aluminum Saddle
Tanks I Racks w Spray Booms, Pumps I Regulator
s•
600(Talton Fuel Tank w Ace Pump Mounted On 2 Wheel
Trailer.
THERE IS VERY LITTLE MISCELLANEOUS .AND
NO JUNK IN THIS SALE!!
MI John Greenwell A Well Known Southern Illinois
Farmer And Businessman Has Made The Decision To
Retire Lease HIS Farm Land And Liquidate His Farming
Operation We At James R Cash Auction Co Fell Hon
ored To Be The Auction FIIITI Selected To Conduct This
High Quality Farm Auction All Or Mr ('lerriwcii
Equipment Has Been Purchased New In The Last Few
Yeats And Has Been Well Shedder* And Well Arlani
lamed' Mork Your calendar Now For ittocday J. ary
17 1985 For This High Oriality Farm M.mclimnevy t gurda
lion All Being Sold Under The Rhythm Of The SOL- q
Machine James R Cash Auction Style "
SFr YOU THERE"

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
Don't Miss This One!! Each And Every Piece
Selling At Absolute Auction!
NO MINIMUMS!! NO REJECTIONS!!

14.25,
Mid-

Bring Your Trucks And Troffers!! James R. Cash
Loader Tractor Available At No Charge!!
For Any Specific Details Contact
Mr. John Greenwell Late Evenings At 6 734-1263

East
1. 642-

JAMES R. CASH

W5
Call

Held Inside
Rain or Shine
Fri. & Sat. 9-4
94 East 1 mile from
Murray on the corner
of Van Cleave Rd. &
94 East. Watch for
signs.
Brass, wicker, clothes,
toys, and many misc
items

small ddIrvn payment on 1978 Redman, 14x70 3.BR
Mobile
Home.
$1050
down
$144.67
per
month. This home
is already setup in
Fox
Meadows
Mobile Home Park,
Contact
Glenn
Starks,
Starks
Bros.
Mobile
Homes Benton, Ky.
753-2922.

- 2 PARTY
BASEMENT
SALE

AUCTION

••SUPEWON CA/ALIT Y ••

airs,

YARD SALE

Assume loan with

r

East1, 642-

1E

Bank
Repossession

MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled To Practice
Before The IRS. Bachelor
Degree in Accounting at
Murray State. 8 years of
experience preparing Individual. Business, Partnership, and Corporate
returns. Low rates and
hundreds 'of satisfied
clients. Now preparing
returns day or night call
759-1425
for
an
appointment

PART TIME JOB
FULL TIME BENEFITS

Tfl77-r
Or
$10 95
holes

Won
it 1407
after

46. Homes tor Sale
AKC registered male HENRY Co
Tn 10a ac.
Pekinese puppy, 6 paved
road- creek- top
weeks old. Call 435-4472.
deer hunting
Near
DOG obedience- & state line. OWNER
boarding inside covered MUST SELL
Best
runt. AKC German Offer- 19011232-8563
Shepherd and AKC
Australian Cattle Dogs, 47. Motorcycles
436-2858.
1984 YAMAHOPPER
WOULD like to find a
moped, low mileage, in
Siamese kitten. Call excellen
t shape Asking
after 6p.m 753-1701
$349. Call 7519642 after
6p.m.
TWO 1984 Yamaha 3
4.1 .-Public Sale;
wheelers,- 225CC. Excellent conditiaa.... Will
GIANT 6 PARTY
sell cheap. Call 753-1904.

1984 BUCCANEER
14x70, step-up kitchen,
wet bar, ceiling fan, 2
BR, 2 full baths, central
heat & air, dishwasher,
refrigerator with ice
Upright piano, Zenith
maker, underpinned,
stereo, chest freezer,
furnished or un- 28. Mobile Homes.toe Rent
old pie safe', old brick,.
furnished. Lived in only 2 BEDROOM trailer,
220 heater, old jars,
4 months. Call 753-9644.
gas heat, in Hardin. Call
and
759-1417.
many
more
items
2 _BR 10x4b mobile
.
hornet; 186 a month.
Sat Only 84
Phone 489-2595.
1404 Hughes
furnishe
BR,
OR
3
2
d,
The Kentucky Army National Guard
AC/natural gas. Shady
is more than a part time job.
Oaks 753-5209.
IT'S A CAREER
'43. Real Estate
High School Seniors - Join now, attend basic
29. Heating and Cooling
SANK of Murray & Fm
training after graduation.
FISHER wood burning H.A.
repossessed pro
Salary Range - $76.48-$307.16 for 2 days.
stove. Call after 4p.m. perties.
Other listings,
Career Training - Earn while you learn.
759-1899.
Murray -Calloway Co.
Educational Assi4tance - $4,000 bonus.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
30. Business Rentals
Cash bonus - $1,500 or $2,000 cash bonus.
753-8146 or Ron Talent
753.9894.
Call 1-800-372-1601
OR sale, by owner,
Mini
vacant lot & rental
Warehouse
property across from
Murray Fire Dept. on
Storage Space
Poplar. Call 7539251.
For Rent
TO buy or sell your
property contact Wilson
753-1492
Realty, 302 N. 12th St:
753-3263.
3 1 . Want to Rent
**COMPLETE FARM SELL OUT**

1 47
aion,

ei7517- „
id up.
esale
East
642-

38. Pits-Supplies

7.,.

AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE Fo•
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
S(12, r,73 8466 Or I
f,?1
ESSfUt.

MSU professor & famil}z
seeking nice 4 BR, 2
Bath (or larger) home
for rent. Call 753-4173,

45. Farms for Sale
25 ACRES- by owner.
Henry Co. Tn. Paved
road- creek- good deer
hunting. Must sell- $40Ci
per acre. (901)232-8563.

49.Use_d,Cars

53. Services - Offered
53 Seraices Offered
53 Services Offered
1973 STINGRAY Corvette APPLIANCE
SEWING Machine Re
convertible, white on SERVICE. Kenmore,
Intgalson Residential
pair. all makes and
white, pa, pb, new tires, Westinghouse.
CAMPBELL WELL
models. Industrial,
Whirlpool. 22 years
V7,850. Call 753-5675
DRILLIN
_
G
home and commercial
1976 CUTLASS experience. Parts and
McKenzie
. Tn
38 yrs. experience All
Supreme, red with white service. Bobby Hopper,
CaM Collect
work guaranteed Ken
interior.. Call after Bob's Appliance Ser901
3671
or
352
neth Barnhill, 753 2674,
vice. 202 S. 5th St.
6p m 435-4354
901
352
5704
Business 753-4872, 436Stella, Ky- •
•
1077 DATSUN -280-2.
Free Esternates
5848 (home).
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Excellent condition
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Electric Call 437 4740
Call 436-2968.
Factory authorized for JOYCE Noel Tax Ser
1979 MAZDA GLC 2 dr
Tappan, Kelvinator and vice. Short forms. still
HB. SPECIAL EDIBrown. Service on gas $7.50, long forms $15
TION. 5-sp, ac, cruise,
and electric „ranges, and up (includes
am -fm. Call 759-9246
microwaves, dis- Federal & State) ' In
leave message with
hwashers. re-* home service for
service
frigerators, etc. Earl elderly or shut-ins. Call
1980 HONDA Civic. Lovett.
Free Estimates
48. Auto Services
354-6056 or 753- 489 2440 between 8a m
Excel.
4-sp, 5341.
759-1983
8p.m
for
appoint
ment
1944 CHEVROLET 3/4 stereo. MPG
cond..
35. Call
ton truck., has 1978 350 days 753-3231 ext. 304, FrNcE sales at Sears or information.
THOMA
now Call Sears 753-2310 LEE'S CARPET
S Electronic
engine, new brakes, nights 753-8806.
good tires $800. 3-speed 1980 TOYOTA Corolla for free estimate for CLEANING
For all Satellite Service Repair
& Sale, Hwy. 94 at
,
Chevrolet transmission sport lift back. Fully your needs.
your carpet 8 upnolst
CENERAL HOME ery cleaning: For a free Lynnville, Ky $1,150
$53. 350,. &400 GM equipped, 5 speed.
Ex- REPAIR. -15
and up. Call
years ex- estimate call 753 5827
transmissions $100. cellent condition,
$4000. perience
502 382 2823
Carpentry, Satisfied references.
Complete 1964 Willys Call 753-6749.
concrete, plumbing, LICENSED Electric
Jeep Running ,Gear 1982
ian WET BASEMENT' We
CAPRI-L, Factory roofing, siding
$500., 1972 Ford truck
NO JOB for residential and make wet basements
AC-PSIPB, 5 speed with TO SMALL
Free es- commercial. Heating dry. Work completely
bed $75, rear end $50. AM-FM
casette
sterio,
timates. Days 753-6973, and air
Body parts az rear ends
condition, gas guaranteed. Call or
low milage, $5000. Call
s474-2276.
write Morgan Con
for 1971 & 2 Impala, 1972
installation and repair
753-0011.
& 3 C'hevelles, 1973 Ford
struction Co Rt 2, Box.
RING by Sears. Phone 753-7203.
1982
MAZDA RX7, 1' Sears continu
truck. 1974 LeManns,
409A. Paducah, K
ous gut1977 Impala; 1963 owner., excellent condi ters installed for your
42001 or call 1 442 7026
tion,
$7.400. Call specifications
Chevrolet truck. Heads
'. Call
WILL haul white rock, .
BAILEY'S FARM
437-4738.
Sears 753-2310 for free
for Chevrolet engines:
sand, lime,, rip rap ana
LUMBER
estimate.
283, 305, 327, 350, 400,
rnasonary sand, coal,
396, 454. $60 pair. GM 50 Used
RAROLD'S Tree SerFor all your
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Trucks
radiators $35. 15- Br 16"
vice. Topping, cutting.
out building needs
Call Roger Hucton,
5-lug Ford truck wheels 1973 FORD pick-up trimming, etc. Also,
753 4545 or 753 6763.
759-1099
$35 set. 1988 Camaro F-100. Call 437-4703.
clean-up work, shrubbCorner of Industrial Rd
fenders $40, doors $50... 1974 FORD,yick•up. ery & ovel grown areas.
TLC
Want to buy -wan*. Call long wheel Use-, 302 Fast, dependable ser753-0307 after 6p.m
automatic. Call 753-9181 vice. Insured. For free INTERIOR Painting,
We
clean
or 753-8124.
estimates call 437-4607.
cheap winter rates, 8
49. Used Cars
everything with
years experience, have
1978 CJ•7 GOLDEN InSULATION blown in
1968 PLYMOUTH, Eagle Levi Package, by Sears. TVA ap- references.. For free esTENDER, LOVIN
Yr- 2, kr
a•
aiittlthitIC Slant 6, good V-8, 3-speed-,-10e1r
.
talth,."-proved saw- bit '
l thae atiervate9,celP7a2417er'
tires, body. A very good new top, 34,000 mi. high heating and cool- JOINER '.5 Tree Ser
ing bills. Call Sears -vice. 30 years ex
buy at $700 Call $3,850. Call 753-3535.
Carpets DRY
1978 FORD van, 753-2310i for free perience. Also bucket
753-7629.
clean
ed. New
truck for hire Cali
1970 FORD Maverick, 6 Coachman. Factory estimate
machine, only
cyl. Needs work. $150. conversion, good condi753-0366.
tion, best offer. Call
Call 474-8091.
one in this area.
Aluminum
NEED work on your
1973 AUDI Fox in good 7534776.
trees? Topping, prun759-9754
Service Co.
repair. $1200. Call 753- 1981 JEEP CJ-7, Laredo
ing, shaping, complete
Aluminum and vinyl
(1835. No Friday night or package. 3 tops. Call
759-1834
removal and more. Call
753-9262 after 6p,m.
"Saturday calls please. siding. Custom trim
B 0'VER'.5 TRE-E
79 FORD 4-wheel drive.
work. References.
198,3 CHRYSLER La
SERVICE for Pro
56,ree Column
Call Will Ed\falley,
Baron convertible, Excellent condition
fessional tree care
mark cross leather Very low mileage. Call
753-06811k
753-0338.
to good home 2
interior, ac. windows, 437-4832.
male kittens. 5 months
ODD lob specialist,
seats, ps, pb, am -fm
old. Call 436-2852.
5 1 . Campers
Wedding
ceiling fans, electrical, a
cassette, tan. Financing
Photography
•
•
1960 INTERNATIONAL plumbing, fencing. You
available. Call 753-9240."
57
Wa-rited
name it. I do it. You •
7538298
•
'79 MONTE Carlo, .both Bus ,converted for
ROOD. any type, up to
buy-, I install. You • CARTER STUDIO s
engine & body in. excel- camping; Some furni4' long & 12" diameter 4
lent condition, good ture & air-conditioner. break, I fix.'Call 436 • 300 MAIN ST SLIITF B a
a
mi. S. of Murray on 641
2868.'
1 North 3rd Entrance
tires. am-fm radio, rear $900 Call 474-8091:
753-9251
a
ROOFING. Plumbing,
defog Asking $4100 will
Siding, Additions,
take best offer. Call 52. Boats-Motors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•0••••••.
•••
753-9642 after 6p.m.
14 FT. Richline bass Painting, General Car- •
•
pentry.
PA.
Molone
Co
79 YZ Yamaha 400, boat, 65 hp Mercury
•
boarded to a 490. Very trolling motor and 753 - 8 6 2 8. Free
•
good condition. a- owner graph. $1,200 or best Estimates.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS'
,ROOF I NG, siding, •
bike. Asking $250. Can offer. Call 762-4797.
plumbing, 'concrete •
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
be seen at 1102 Doran
work, flat roof, ad- •
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
Rd. after 3:30p.m. Call 53. Services Offered
SOLID
ditions. Phone 759-1219.
WOOD CABINETS & RAISED PANEL DOORS
153-3306.
•
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
CORI:AIR. 1967 Monza.
Aluminum and Vinyl
•
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
Black. Rebuilt engine.
siding and Aluminum
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS.• VANITIES
nice interior, new radial
& CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
trim for all houses. It
15 Years EXperience,
tires, no rust 753-7883.
FURNITURE REFINISHING
stops painting.
•COMPFTITIVE PRICES
References, Free
GON"T surplus ears &
'
• Drop By & Sao
trucks under $100. Now
Estimates.
Jack Glover
•Our Display
available in your area.
753-1873
Call 1-1 619)-569-0241. 24
hrs.

32. Apis for Rent
BR Olive St, 1 BR near
MSU. Adults, no pets,
46. Homes for Sale
lease & deposit Call
3 BR brick, large kit753-9208 after 4p.m.
2 BR apt., washer, chen/dinIng, great
dryer, stove, refrigera- racier /fireplace, 2 bath.
tor, lease & deposit. 1413 double garage, Hiliwood Dr. Call after workshop, acre lot 1
mile north of Murray.
4p.m. 759-1069.
2 BR. flying r00111, Prised to sell' Call
,kitchen', utility, bath, 75"9"-e88 or 753-7637
carpeted, ac, re- I.
frigerator, stove, oven,
dishwasher & garbage
disposal furnished. $250
a month, $250 deposit, 1
yr. lease. Call 753-3865
or 753-4974.
3-BR duplex, den, living
room, kitchen, washer
Find something you want to sell.
& dryer. Call 753-9240.
Maybe its your car, your bike, a
rent, furnished
grand piano. Maybe it's something as
apartment. Also, house
common place as a desk or a dishwasher.
trailer. Call 753-6044.
1 or 2 BEDROOM apt
Your next step is to. write an ad
near doWeaown Murray.
that will sell this item. An ad that
,Adults only. Call 753-4109,
will draw the reader's attention, create
762-6650, 436-2844.
an interest and cause a response. Here
NICELY furnished 1 BR
apartment. Inquire at
ore some guidelines:
100 S. 13th Si,
NICE, clean, 1 BR,
furnished apt. Close to
Put yourself in the reader's place. If you
campus. $125 -per
month. Deposit rewere considering buying this item, whcg
quired. Call 753-7276.
would you want to know about it? Give
ONE bedroom Duplex.
the item's age, condition, size, brand
414 S 10th, Murray. Call
name and any other information needed
492-8225.
°
to describe it accurately and completely.
ONE bedroom apartment. $IM per month plus
deposit. Call 753-5588.
'TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin. Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
WANTED: female
roomate to share furnished home. Reasonable expenses. Call
759-4011.

How to write
a bestseller

1.

ro.R
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2•

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

nigi

„cAltro,..

rr-LEE

ROOFING!

436-2999

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday .303.50
Opened
Today
305.00
Up
1.50

,Paschall Salvage

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
6.04
Opened
Igday
6.15
Up
..11

•200 Rolls No Was Vinyl Floor Covering From 12
99 Yd
And 1.10
•Eibergiass 43 50 A Sheet And Up
•Some Roofing Shingles $15 00 Su And Up Others $17
95
Sq
•Styroloam Cheap •Roll Roofing s9 95
•Big Selection of F.'aneling
•tots More Bring VOW Truck 8- See For Yourself

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA

Paschall Salvage
8 Miles South of Murray On 641
Between Hazel "Ky & Puryear
Open 8 to 5 6 Days A Week 901-498 8964

753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver 8. Dtamonds

Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12 5 Sunday

Be Complete.

Include the price.

Classified Department
Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

Classified Ad Form
To have your ad inserted into the paper. Fill in the form below
and mail to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071

1111111111111111111*M111

33. Rooms for

Rent
•

FeRNISHED room for
girl. 1/2 block from
campus, utilities paid.
Murray,-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. 12th St.
753-8146.
ROOM near campus.
Boy only. Call 753-5561
SLEEPING room, refrigerator in hall
Private entrance, $90
per month. Zimmerman
Apt. S. 16th. 753-6609
34: Houses for Rent
1 BEDROOM house, 1
bath. 121 North Stella.
stove, refrigerator,
washer/dryer hook-up.
$150 month. 753-7743
after ap.m. 753-3992.
B. low utilities,
stove. refrigerator, ac,
• washer & dryer furnished. Deposit required. Available Feb
lat. Call 759-1251.
b BEDROOM house in
Murray Call 753-5561
NICE 3 BR brick,
garage, stove. carpeted.. near MSU Serious inquiries only.
Deposit, references No
_pets. $285.158-3042. •
tTNFITRNISHED. 4 BR
brick. -2 bath, central
gas heat References &
.deposit required 8450
per month
Call
753-8835

After Christmas I
Guitar Special
Cf"

Real 'Student Guitar

$5995

Free With Purchase
Of Any Model Guitar
Lessons With Professional
Teacher (Private or Class)
Study Books &
Materials Provided
For Information Call

I

CHUCK'S
MUSIC CENTER
61
;Main, Murray 753-3682 I-

14 Words - 1 day 2.25
3 days 4.50
6 days 5.68

18 Words - 1 day 2.63
3 days 5.08
6 days 6.91

Make Check or Money Order payable to the Ledger & Times.
Name
Address
City_
State
Zip
Phone

Classified Ads may be Telephoned in during Normal Working
Hours 8 AM - 5 PM Monday Thru Friday, 8 AM- 12 Noon
Saturday. 7531916 - 753-1917.
•
era

.011.

ia"IL

42--2.1

•

riOler

•

Ral

•
•.7.•

•
q

4-

,

•V*
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•
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Accounting course planned

()Bin ARIES
Homer Lancaster, 78, dies

The Murray Area
Vocational Education
-"Center will begin an Accounting I class on
January 22 at6 p.M. The
class will meet on Tuesday and Thursday even:
ings from 6:00 until 9:00
p.m. for six weeks. Mrs.
Judy Ingersoll will be the
instructor. There will be
a $9.00 registration fee
and books musctre. purchased on the first class
meeting.
The course win cover
the fundamentals such

Mrs. Garrison's rit63 Friday

Homer Lancaster, 78.- one- brother.- Waymon
The funeral. for Mrs. 1976.
212 Woodlawn, Murray, Lancaster, Paris, Tenn. Maudie Lee Garrison
Survivors are two
died Wednesday at-9:35
The J.H. Churchill will be Friday at 1 p.m.. daughters, Mrs. Lovell
p.m. at, the -Murray- Funeral Home will be in in the chapel of the Max Norman and Mrs. Willie
Callnwny County charge of the funeral Churchill Funeral Barnett-four sone-,
Hospital.
and burial Home.
Preeman Garrison, J.T.
He was a carpenter-. arrangements.
The Re.v.
Garrison. Tommy Garfor the Del Monte
Thacker and the Rev, !UM- and Cassel Gar• Foods.
James Fortner,will of. rison; one sister. Mrs.
Born April 14, 1906. in
ficiate. Music will be by Bell Cunningham; one
Stewart County. Tenn..
the Choir of the Cherry brother, Tracy Elkins;
he was the son of the
Corner Baptist Church 20 grandchildren; 38
late Robert'Allen. LanBest•selling country- .with Cecil Glass - as great-grandchildren;
caster and -Dora -western
three great-greatrecords of -the director. .
Wallace Lancaster._
Pallbearers will be grandchildren.
-week-of Jan. 6 based on
He is survived by his Cashbox
magazine's na- Ronnie Norman, Donnie
wife. Mrs. Hazel Sykes tionwide
•
suevey were as Norman.' Kevin GarLancaster; two follows:
rison, Ricky Garrison.
daughters, Mrs. Eli
1 "-Why Not Me,4, The• Buddy Garrison. Owen'
Federal State Market Mews 14er
i Sally Alexander. 1616 Judds
Garrison and Billy %lee Tbursda. January 10. 1965
Keenland. Murray, and
Purchase Area Hog
kentuck
2. "Does -Fort Worth Barnett, all grandsons.. _ Market
Repoli Includes 6 Ku,ing Sta
Mrs. Wayne Young. Ever-Cross Your Mind,Burial will follow in Mins. Receipts:
Rel. 1114 Eel.' NM
Al6uquerque.
Harrows & Hata fully 1.01 lower Sows
the Hicks Cemetery. George Strait
under SOO lb.. steady emplicuils 1.110
five granctchildren.
Friends may call at lower
3.• "I Love Only You,"
user SOO lb.. steady to 1.00
Also sdrviving are The MTV .Gritty Dirt the funeral home after 4 higher
R46e.23 46.75
.three sisters. Mrs. Car-• Band
p.m. today (Thursday). 154 1 2 210-250 lb..
some 49.00
rie Weston and Mrs.
Garrison,
Rt.
Mrs.
90,
2
200.210
I'S
$47.23,
48.23
4. "The Best Year, Of
IS
2
$47.75-411.2S
210
2541
lb...
Lydia THE. Dover. My Life,"
Eddie Rabbitt 5. Murray. died Wednes- t'S 2 3 2540-270 lbs.
$46.75.47.75
Tenn.. and Mrs. Lola
5. "How ,Blue," Rebe day at 4:40 a.m. at the Sows
Fitzhugh. Paris. Tenn.; McEntire
931.00.381.00
Lang Term Care Unit of US 1 2270 330 lb..
1 3 900-450 lb..
$38.00 36.54)
the
Murray-Calloway
6. "America." Waylon
some 39.00
$311.30-41.51
County Hospital. Her I 5 1 3 43034)4) lb..
.Jennings
<
l'S 1 3 300.010 lb..
" *41.0043.54)
7. "Years After You." husband, Wilson Gar- PS 2 3 301-300 lb..
$370036.00
rison, died March 9. Haar. $32.34
John Conlee
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Best-selling
records listed

PET OF THE WEEK - This*young female
Brenal colored Boviera is available for adoption
at the Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore St., jtist
east of South Fourth Street, operated by the
Humane Society of Calloway County. Also
available for adoption are a male,Labrador, a
squirrel dog,two spayed cats and lots of puppies.
Animals who do not find homes, must be
destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the
public. are 12:30 to 5 p.m.. Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

Market listed

,Graveside rites held
for Mrs. Hill

Graveside .services
for Mrs. Arletta Bell,

Check the
classifieds'
daily

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

0111110/11 110050111 C0640W1001

FOR
A FREE
ESTIMATE
CALL 753-2310

We (en ,,mow- stumps up
tu 70 below the ground
435 4343 0- 435 4319
We Now Haul Pit Gravel

GM

•

Keep That Great
GM .F'eeling With
Genuine GM Paris

INSTAI I FD MORII
HOME ROOFOVERS

•

Stock Market

a.m. at the Farmington
Cemetery.
Jerrico .'* ..
.. -.77
16% +%
The -Rev. Clarence Industrial Average
.36% +3/8
Johnson & Johnson
45% -3
/8
Helmich of 'Murray- Air Products
Kmart
Apple Computer '
347/i -1
/
4
officiated.
. 9% -1'./i.
Mary Key ,C-osm.
ZO% +%
The J.H. Churchill American Telephone
47 +%
J.C. Penney
Funeral Home was in Briggs &-Stratton
unc
37%
Penwalt
Chrysler
,
c.hargeof
Quaker
+%
Oats.
Store
Gen.
-37%
Millar
'
-%
arrangements.
•
31% +%
4:
.
Sears
;2
0°
8
271178:1rigi +
+ - 1/
//8.8
Mfs. Hill. -73, died Dupont
: .3% -11
Stuart Hall
44% +%
/
4
Tuesday at 5 p.m at the Ford
.
Texaco
25 uric
G.A.F.
33% -it.
Life Care Ceifter._.%
44/
1
4 4
1
2 .,. Tillie hic.
77% +/
General Motors
Paducah.
•38 +3/8
35 •Sig . . U.S. Tobacco
GenCorp. Inc.
,,
She is survived by two
1
4
?Avg 4./
40 +3/4
Wal-Mart
Goodrich
......- daughters. -Mrs. Roger
- 26% -unc - 'Wendy's -.
-14% unc
Goodyear
Joyce Williams, Rt.,1,
A.L. Williams
.+% •
Home Health Care.
W. + '7'4
Farmington. and Mrs.
.8.46
120% +_3,4_
.
C.E.F. Yield
LELM.
C h Err y 1Wa c
•
Sacramento, Calif.: one
son: Wilbert Hilt, LinIll,; eight' grand•
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
childre-n; three' greatNEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
MEMBER
grandchildren. '

ting system, 'Ehanges
caused by business transactions, analyzing tr,an-.
sactlons into debit and
credit parts, journalizing
business transactions,
posting. etc.
To register for the
class or for more information. call.the Murray
Vorationsj Center at
753-1870/between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 3
p.m. The class will be
limited to the first 15 people to register.

KAK STUMP REMOVAL

•

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

as: starting an accoun-

Insulated aluminum system helps
keep you warmer in winter, cooler.
In summer Helps stop leaks.
roof-drumming recoating

•

Installation is provided by
a Sears authorized installer

1983 Olds 98 Regency

Trust Sears to get
it installed right.

Power seats, p.w., p.I.. p.s., or, p.b
cruise
$11,977.00

eu?.de

SAIRS

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET .

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

, 753-2310 ,
Bel _Air Center
sahst•chon guarant~ or your money back

641 S. Murray

753.2617

Sears Roebuck •and Co 1984

NO GIVEAWAYS..
NO GIMMICKS...
5.
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BROYHILL
COCHRANE
SERTA
ATHENS
BENCHCRAFT
FLEXSTEEL
CATNAPPER
STRATFORD
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